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FOREWORD

Following the recommendation of the International Regular
Advisory Group on Spent Fuel Management, a meeting of technical experts
was called on a theme entitled "Decontamination of Transport Casks and
of Spent Fuel Storage Facilities". The objectives of the meeting were
to review the state-of-the-art of technology and practice in this
field, design of transportation and storage systems and equipment to
facilitate decontamination, and to formulate recommendations for future
international co-operation.

The present document provides an analysis of the technical
papers presented at the meeting as well as a summary of the panel
discussion.

The meeting was attended by nineteen experts from eleven Member
States. The IAEA officers responsible for the meeting were Messrs.
F. Sokolov and P.L. De of the Division of Nuclear Fuel Cycle and Waste
Management.

The Agency wishes to express appreciation to all the experts for
their participation in the meeting and their thoughtful recommendations.
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SUMMARY OF PRESENTATIONS AND PANEL DISCUSSIONS
(prepared and adopted by the participants)

There is a continuing need for operators of nuclear facilities to comply
with the IAEA guidelines. The Technical Committee Meeting convened by the TARA
is considered by those attending to be an important part of the continuing
exchange of information between organizations and with the Agency to ensure
that the best available information is regularly made available to those
concerned.

A large increase in cask transport is forecast to meet the requirements
of increased reprocessing capacity and storage in the years to come; the
information contained in the papers presented and subsequent discussions
should, in the opinion of those attending, be reproduced by the Agency in a
form which will make it available to existing and new users of casks. This
will help to ensure that existing high standards of cask transport are
maintained.

The meeting concluded that cask and fuel storage decontamination is being
satisfactorily managed by utilities and cask operators. Details of the methods
used by differing organizations and countries vary but some general principles
were identified.

The management of decontamination can be divided into two parts:
(a) Prevention of contamination
(b) Decontamination procedures.

Contamination can be prevented by good fuel pool management, which
minimizes the potential to contaminate during fuel loading and unloading, and
by the use of protective barriers such as skirts, strippable coatings etc.

Decontamination is the removal of isotopes from casks or related
equipment.

The two approaches are complementary; prevention can cause the generation
of secondary waste and the commitment to personnel requirements and exposure.
A combination of prevention of contamination and decontamination procedures is
often the best management choice.



Several papers showed how new plants were being designed with more
emphasis on the prevention of contamination. Dry handling of casks was
considered to be desirable but it was recognized that this might have
higher initial costs which had to be set against lower staffing and
effluent management costs. Totally dry fuel routes were very successful
in avoiding contamination but for various reasons had only limited
application.

Cask design is also important and several authors described
features which either reduced the likelihood of contamination or improved
the ease of decontamination. Stainless steel or surface coating of
epoxide/polyurethene paint were described; both have proved satisfactory
in service.

Physical and chemical decontamination processes were described and
discussed. The avoidance of chemical methods simplifies the subsequent
treatment of secondary waste arisings and prevents surface damage which
would make subsequent decontamination more difficult. However, it was
recognized that dilute chemical and electrochemical processes were
available.

The 'sweat-out' (weeping) effect on casks was discussed and the
meeting was given a description of the recently launched programme of
investigation. Participants considered that this was an important
programme, the results of which should be the subject of continued
interest by Member States.

There were a number of reported instances of disagreement between
measurements of contamination at different sites. Although in some cases
this was due to the phenomenon known as sweating, there were more cases
where it could be attributed to the method of measurement or the types of
instruments. It was considered that effort should be directed at
standardization of methods and instrumentation taking into account
particularly the swabbing or sampling methods and materials used, and the
spectrum and range response of instruments.

The limits recommended in Safety Series 6 for contamination,
govern the operations required for decontamination processes. The
justification for those levels should be continuously reviewed by the
Agency both for on-site operations and for transport.
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The meeting considered that IAEA documentation on decontamination
such as Safety Series No.48 'Manual on Decontamination of Surfaces' and
TECDOC-248 'Decontamination of Operational Nuclear Power Plants' should
be revised to include the techniques reported at the meeting. This
information should be made available for the increased usage of casks
expected for storage and transport by the year 2000 and beyond.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
(prepared and adopted by the participants)

1. The meeting agreed that the primary source of contamination of
transport casks is the production of radioactive isotopes in
nuclear fuel and activation products of fuel components in nuclear
reactors. The type, amount and mechanism for the release of these
isotopes depend on the reactor type and fuel handling process.

2. The widespread use of pools for the storage and handling of fuel
provides an easy path for the transfer of contamination.

3. Control of pool water conditions is essential for limiting the
spread of contamination.

4. For plants where casks are immersed in pools for loading, the
immersion times should be minimised.

5. Casks should be designed for ease of decontamination.

6. The meeting discussed the use of stainless steel and suitable
paints for coating casks. Designers should consider the
appropriate coating for specific applications.

7. The use of pressurised water for decontamination is recommended
whenever possible.

8. A number of commercially available reagents exist for
decontaminating cask external surfaces. More work, however, is
needed to cope with Pressurized Water Reactor crud within casks.



9. Leaking fuel should be identified and isolated before storage in
pools.

10. Basic studies of the uptake and release of contamination from cask
surfaces should be initiated.

11. Standardization of methods of contamination measurement and
instrumentation should be instituted.
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Session I; Decontamination of Transport Casks

Chairman: Mr. P.H. Grahn

Papers were presented by Mr. P. Dybeck, Mr. P.H. Grahn,
Mr. B.C. Williams, Mr. P.L. Chometon, Mr. M.J. Sanders and Mr. K.M. Joshi.

In the subsequent panel discussion on Session I the following
points were made:

i) Cask Coatings

Most casks currently in use have either an unpainted stainless
steel surface or an epoxide/polyurethene paint external surface. BMFL and
Cogema said that they operated casks of both types and both gave
satisfactory service if good operational practice were followed. It was
agreed that a choice between the two surfaces should take account of the
lifetime costs associated with a particular cask design and application;
stainless steel may have a higher initial cost but paint may require more
maintenance. It was agreed that further study was needed of the basic
mechanism of contamination uptake and release for both types of surface.

ii) Design

Casks should be designed to avoid the uptake of contamination and
to allow easy decontamination. In particular external fins should be
avoided unless the design specification required it. Where fins were
necessary they should be arranged to allow for easy washing and draining.

iii) Decontamination Methods

Although in many instances chemical reagents are necessary to
remove persistent contamination, the participants in the discussion were
unanimous that decontamination that did not involve the use of chemical
reagents was to be preferred. Chemicals could lead to the generation of
secondary wastes; in some cases this could result in mixed radioactive
and hazardous waste which could cause problems at a national level or
internationally. Chemicals may also have an adverse effect on the surface
of a cask or its coating and make subsequent decontamination more
difficult.
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iv) Prevention of Contamination

In addition to good design [see (ii)] measures suggested to reduce
contamination uptake included removable (peelable) coatings, temporary
shrouds or skirts to protect vulnerable areas such as fins and transit
covers on vehicles to reduce atmospheric dirt on casks. It was also
agreed that the time a cask was immersed in a pool should be minimised,
if necessary by changing operational procedure. The periodic washing of
cask interiors was also considered to be desirable to reduce the transfer
of contamination from the cask inside surfaces to the pool.

v) Wet or Dry Cask Loadina or Unloading

Although it was recognized that it was impractical to change
existing wet handling facilities it was considered that dry handling was
the better option for contamination control and should be considered for
new plants. Although the initial cost could be more than that for wet
handling there could be compensating savings in personnel and liquid
secondary waste generation.

v i) Water Chemistry

It was recognized that pool water contamination was the most
important route for the contamination of casks and that correct control
of pool water chemistry was essential to prevent the release of activity
from fuel. The precise chemical conditions would depend on the type of
fuel involved; extra costs might be incurred in personnel radiation
uptake and secondary waste generation. It was also noted that pool water
temperature was an important factor in the rate of release of
radioactivity from fuel.
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Session II: Decontamination of Spent Fuel Storage Facilities

Chairman: Mr. M. Chandra

Papers were presented by Mr. R.K. Nakagawa, Mr. J. Schunk, Mr. M.
Chandra, Mr. C.M. Bonnet and Mr. E. Philippov. An additional
presentation to the Agenda was made by Mr. P.C. Bennett on the subject of
cask contamination release. In the subsequent panel discussion on
Session II the following points were made.

i) Pool Wall and Floor Coatings

Pool coatings were usually either stainless steel or epoxide paint,
although the latter may place restrictions on the placing of fuel within the
pool to restrict the radiation dose uptake to the paint. In either case, it
would be necessary to have arrangements to detect leaks within the pools; in
the UK the current practice is to use double containment, in other countries,
such as the CLAB facility in Sweden, subdivision of the pool walls and floors
was used. This is in accordance with IAEA guidelines for leak detection.
A high standard of finish for whichever coating was used was essential.

ii) Fuel Stored

It was accepted that the condition of fuel stored was more important than
its type. Leaking fuel or the dispersion of crud were undesirable and the
identification and isolation of leaking fuel e.g. in cans desirable. In some
cases, depending on the type of fuel, even if fuel were checked and washed
before placing in the pool, subsequent failure of fuel could still occur.

iii) Water Treatment

Each type of fuel stored has a water composition best suited to
preserving its integrity and minimizing release of activity. This usually
requires a water treatment plant to be provided to maintain the required
conditions and usually requires a filtration system to remove suspended solids
and an ion exchange plant to control soluble impurities.
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iv) Pool Floor Cleaning

It was generally accepted that regular cleaning of the pool floor was
desirable to assist in the prevention of contamination of cask bases and
minimizing activity of the pool water. It was noted, however, that some
designs of wet cask handling, e.g. at CLAB, avoided the problem of cask base
contamination and that the problem did not arise with dry handling. A sloping
pool floor to localize pool floor dust was suggested.

v) Pool Decontamination

Several techniques had been reported in the papers and it was agreed that
a compilation of these and the guidelines by various countries would be
useful. The same principles as for the decontamination of casks apply to pools
as discussed in Session I.

vi) Pool Decommissioning

It was agreed that the decommissioning of pools was not an appropriate
topic for the meeting as the techniques used would not necessarily be those
suitable for operational pools. Limited information on this subject was
presented.

14
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EXPERIENCE FROM TRANSPORT CASKS MANAGEMENT
IN THE SWEDISH AFR-FACILITY CLAB

P. DYBECK
Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste

Management Company,
Stockholm

P.H. GRAHN
OKG AB,
Fiegeholm

Sweden

Abstract

From the 12 Swedish reactors, all located at the coast, yearly
about 250 tonnes of spent fuel are transported to the central
intermediate storage facility, CLAB. The fuel assemblies are
transported in TN 17/2 type B(U) casks .The sea transport system
consists of the special designed ship M/S SIGYN, 4 terminal
vehicles,12 load carriers , 10 TN 17/2 casks and 2 core component
casks TN 17-CC. 26 steel containers, IP-2, for low and intermediate
wastes are also part of the system.
During a normal year, about 95 casks are transported to and
handled at CLAB .Following the "Green book" manual, 1 cask is
every month going through a preventenig maintenance and inspection
programme at the maintenance workshop in CLAB.
The central intermediate storage facility for spent nuclear
fuel,CLAB , was taken into active operation in July 1985. Until
december 1988, 362 transport casks have been handled at CLAB and
847 tonnes of spent fuel were stored in the water pools.
The CLAB facility is designed in such a way that the possibility
for surface contamination of the casks is very small. If this
should happen there are different systems and facilities for
decontamination. So far only 1 cask has been contaminated during
the unloading operation in CLAB.
The succesful management and the experience of handling the
transport casks in CLAB, will be described in the paper.

GENERAL

In Sweden 12 nuclear reactors are now in operation. They are
located at 4 different sites, Oskarshamn, Barsebäck, Ringhals
and Forsmark, all situated at the coast in the southern part of
the country. The first reactor, Oskarshamn 1, was taken into
operation in 1972 and the last, Oskarshamn 3, in 1985.
The total electrical power installed in the reactors are 9 820 MW
and they are currently producing half of the electrical energy
(60-65 TWh), in Sweden.
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The reactors discharge around 250 tonnes of spent fuel and 2 000 m3
of reactor waste every year.
For the management and disposal of the radioactive waste the
Swedish nuclear utilities have assigned to SKB, Swedish Nuclear
and Fuel Management Co to develop, build and operate facilities
and systems for this purpose.

NORWAY

CL>B central lacttity Ity tfil
slOf ac« ot sp*nl fj«i

SRF Final Repos-lo^ to* Radioactive Wast»

FIG.1. The Swedish nuclear power programme.

Today, SKB is operating the Central Intermediate Storage for
spent fuel, CLAB, at Oskarshamn and the final storage for reactor
waste, SFR, at Forsmark. To transport the waste from the reactor
plants to CLAB and SFR, SKB has designed and built a sea transport-
ation system consisting of the purpose built ship M/S Sigyn,
terminalvehicles, load carriers and transport casks.
After storage of the spent fuel assemblies in CLAB for a period
of about 40 years the elements will be disposed of in a final
repository somewhere deep down in the Swedish bed-rock. For this
purpose SKB is in charge for an extensive research work.

THE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

As all the power plants are located at the coast and have their
own harbours the waste productes are transported by sea to the
CLAB facility at Oskarshamn and the SFR repository at Forsmark.
The system consists of the purpose built ship M/S Sigyn, 5 terminal
vehicles, 12 load carriers, 10 transport casks, 2 transport casks
for spent core components and 27 ATB

18



The ship M/S SIGYN

M/S SIgyn is designed for shipments of spent nuclear fuel and
reactor waste. The ship has a double bottom and a double hull and
is 90 meters long and 18 meters wide. Sigyn can carry up to 10
transport casks
It is a combined roll-on/roll-off and lift-on/lift-off vessel.
As an average Sigyn is yearly making around 35 trips to CLAB and
SFR.

FIG.2. M/S SIGYN ready to berth at Simpevarp harbour.

Transport casks

SKB operates casks for spent fuel, core components and reactor
waste.

Steel containers for reactor waste (ATB)
For transport of low- and intermediate level waste to SFR, big
steel containers, ATB, (120 tonnes) are used. The containers
fullfill the requirements for IP-2 packages according to the IAEA
Regulations.
The wall thickness is 70 mm up to 200 mm, depending on the activity
of the waste being transported. The transport system comprises 27
ATB. For transport of low level waste which does not require
shielding, standard ISO-containers are used.
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FIG.3. The transport vehicle with a transport container containing medium level waste.

TN 17/2

The spent fuel assemblies are transported from the power plants
to CLAB in TN 17/2 casks. This cask is designed by the French
company, Transnucleaire, and fullfill the requirements of type
B(U) in accordance with IAEA regulations. The cask has the
following data
Dimensions :
overall length
overall diameter
inside diameter
length of cavity
shipping weight

6150 mm
1950 mm
920 mm
4630 mm
76 tonnes

Depending on the type of fuel which will be transported the cask
can be equipped with two kinds of baskets. The BWR basket has 17
lodgements and the PWR basket 7. During transport the cask is
dry and filled with nitrogen to a abs pressure of 0.8 bars. The.
cask is equipped with three penetrations for water in- and outlet
All connections have a double lid design with possibilities to
test the space between the lids for leakage. Furthermore the
cask has three pairs of trunnions. The surface of the cask is
covered with about 40 000 cooling fins which are surrounded by a
layer of resins for neutron shielding.
During transport in the open air the cask is protected from dirt
by a cover.
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During a normal year around 95 casks are transported to CLAB.
Normally nine casks are in operation and the tenth is gong through
the 8-10 cycle maintenance.

TN 17-CC
Transport of spent core components are carried out with a cask
that is very similar to the TN 17/2 cask. As there is no need for
cooling and the cask surface has no cooling fins and no neutron
shielding, instead the shielding surface is painted. The core
components are transported in canisters which are lifted out from
the cask and directly placed in the storage pool in CLAB.

TRANSPORT TO CLAB

Spent fuel is transported to CLAB from the different power plants
in campains following an over all transport schedule covering one
year. The empty casks, normally 5 at a time, are carefully checked
and placed on load carriers before driven on board M/S Sigyn by
the terminal vehicle. With every transport cask follows a transport
document where all important information concerning the handling
of the cask is recorded.
Filling the 5 casks at the reactor takes 2 weeks. During the
handling in the power plant, the cask is protected by a sealed
skirt which prevent dirt or contaminated water to come in contact
with the fin area of the cask. Results from leak testing, dose
rate measurements, contamination checks, minor damages, replaced
seals etc are recorded in the transport document.'
After final checks the casks are transported back on board M/S
Sigyn and further to the CLAB facility.

THE CLAB FACILITY

The Central Interim Storage Facility for Spent Nuclear Fuel, CLAB,
was commissioned in July 1985. Spent fuel and core components
will be stored there for a period of about 40 years prior to
disposal in a final repository in the Swedish bedrock.
OKG AB, one of SKBs four shareholders, the owner and operator of
the three power plants at Oskarshamn where CLAB is located. OKG AB
has been assigned by SKB to take charge of operation and main-
tenance of the facility.
AT the end of 1988, 4 528 fuel assemblies, corresponding to
863,8 tonnes U were stored in the pools at CLAB.
The storage capacity is 3 000 tonnes, but CLAB is prepared for
extension to 7 800 tonnes which is the storage capacity needed for
the complete Swedish nuclear programme until year 2010.
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FIG.4. Overview of the CLAB facility.

CASK MANAGEMENT AT CLAB

When a transport cask (TN17/2) arrives at CLAB, it can either be
taken to temporary storage or directly into the receiving area
via an airlock. The cask is lifted by an overhead-travelling
crane and carried to a preparation cell, where it is provided
with a protective metal skirt. The use of the protective skirt is
to prevent contamination of the cooling fins of the cask and for
the external cooling of the cask. Prior to cooling the cask is
ventilated and checked for any fuel leakage. Then the fuel
assemblies are cooled by filling the cask with circulation water.
When the cooling procedure is completed, the outer lid of the
cask is removed and an adapter is placed on top of the inner lid,
in order to keep the inner lid in place, during further handling
and also so that the cask will fit into the docking equipment in
the unloading pool. Then the cask is carried by an ovaerhead
crane to the cask pool, where it is placed on a trolley. The
trolly is driven in under the hatch beneath the unloading pool.
Then the cask is docked to the "plug" in the unloading pool and
then the "plug" and the inner lid of the cask are removed by the
fuel handling machine. The water in the cask pool is filled with
clean (free from contamination) water and the water level is
about ten centimenters higher than the water level in the unloading
pool, which is filled with contaminated water. If any leakage
will occur between the cask pool and the unloading pool, the
clean water will go into the contaminated water. Then the fuel
assemblies are removed from the cask and placed into a storage
canister, which forms a unit for subsequent transport and storage.
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The filled storage canister is moved by a handling machine to the
fuel elevator where the storage canister is placed into the fuel
elevator cage which is lowered to the underground storage pools
where the storage canister is placed into a predetermined position.
Other types of casks than TN17/2 are, after the cooling procedure,
placed into a special unloading pool, the service pool, where
they are unloaded.
Areas with risk of contamination
There are a number of areas which are suspected with regard to
contamination such as:

the surface of the cask if the cask connection between the
cask pool and the unloading pool leaks
equipment in the pools
equipment in the casks
preparation cells

Decontamination equipment
CLAB is equipped with the following decontamination facilities:

equipment for decontamination of cask surface
equipment for decontamination of lifting devices for the
casks
equipment for decontamination of the docking adapter
a vaccum cleaning system for decontamination of the cask
cavity and internals. This system can also be used for
decontamination of the pools and the equipment which is
placed there
a chemical decontamination system for decontamination of
different process systems such as the internal cooling
system for the casks
a high pressure water system

Description of the decontamination equipment (system)
Cask surface decontamination system (the decontamination cell).
The system consists of a big tank with a lid. In the bottom of
the tank a rotating disc is placed. On the inside of the tank an
adjustable vertical pipe with spray nozzles is mounted on it. Also
the lid is equipped with spray nozzles on the inside. There are
laps inside the tank and the tank is also equipped with two
windows so the operator can see how he (she) moves the adjustable
pipe.
When a cask is to be decontaminated the cask is placed on the
rotating disc in the tank and the lid is put on the tank. Then
high pressure water up to 250 bar is connected to the pipe with
the spray nozzles and the rotating disc starts to rotate. The
waer is demineralized cold or hot. Detergents can be added.
The system for decontamination of the docking adapter and the
cask lifting devices are designed in a similar way.
Vaccum cleaning and high pressure water system for the cask
cavity and cask internals.
The system consists of two parts, the high pressure water-system
for removal of active material such as crud etc and the vaccum-
cleaning system which will take care of the removed material.
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Most of the equipment of the system is placed in the unloading
pools. The high pressure water-system can use water with a pressu're
up to 250 bar and has pipes with both fixed and rotating spray
nozzles which can be inserted into the cask cavity.or the cask
internals.
The vaccum cleaning system consists of a submerged pump which
will pump the decontamination water through a cyclone separator
and a 40 mm filter.
The outlet water is diverted to the inlet of the pool cleaning
system. The systems are used every time when the insert of the
cask is changed and before a cask is going through a reventing
maintenance and inspection programme which means about twenty
times a year.

Htgh Vocuun cltanmg sjrttt«

Cask
mstrt

Cjrctont separator

FIG.5. Unloading pool.

The chemical decontamination system consists of tanks, mixers,
heaters and pumps etc, for teh preparation of the chemical as
which will be used in the decontamination. The system has pipe-
connections to teh process systems so there is no need of hoses
etc.
It should also be mentioned that some of the process systems are
equipped with connections for high pressure water "pipe crawlers".
Experience
The experience of decontamination at CLAB is so far very good.
The cask surface decontamination system has only been used one
time since the start-up. This was when a leakage hud occured
between the cask pool and the unloading pool and radopactove
water had contaminated the outside of the cask and protective
skirt. The result of the contamination was very good.
The vaccum cleaning and high pressure water system for the cask
cavity and cask internals is used on a routine basis as mentioned
above with good results. The vaccum cleaning system has been
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improved by changing the priority of the filter from 20 urn to
40 urn and by diverting the outlet to the inlet of the fuel pool
cleaning system.
In the preparation cells most of the decontamination is carried
out by hydro lazing and hands on decontamination by a cloth and
detergents.
In the beginning acetone was used but as a hazardous and flammable
material it was exchanged with a household detergent. Before this
detergent was choosen a lot of special decontamination agents on
the market were tested but this detergent which is used in many
homes was found to be the best.
The chemical decontamination system has not been used so far.
Operational experience
Since July 1985, when CLAB was taken into commercial operation,
and to the end of December 1988, 362 casks have been handled.
At the end of 1988 3 807 BWR fuel assemblies

378 PWR fuel assemblies
217 MOX fuel assemblies
126 Studsvik fuel assemblies (test

reactor)
36 canisters with spent core components

were stored in the storage pools. The amount of uranium was
847 tonnes.
During the first years cask- and fuelhandling was performed on a
two-shift basis but since September 1988 all handlilng is on
daytime. Today about 65 persons are working at CLAB.

Radiological protection
The collective dose to the staff is very low. For 1988 70,2 mmanSv
and a highest individual dose of 5,6 mSv.

I I. I ' I—

FIG.6. Collective dose 1985-1988.
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DECONTAMINATION OF FLASKS FOR
THE TRANSPORT OF CEGB FUEL

B.C. WILLIAMS
Central Electricity Generating Board,
London, United Kingdom

Abstract

The CEGB makes approximately five hundred flask movement of irradiated
gas cooled reactor fuel each year. The flasks for this traffic have been
designed to avoid contamination problems as far as practicable. Thia paper
discusses the sources of contamination and the design features and operational
procedures used to control the transfer of such contamination to flasks,

Thia paper considers the characteristics of uranium metal and oxide
fuels as sources of contamination/ the psropertias of flask coatings and the
merits of wat and dry flask handling routes. Operational procedures to control
pond water activity by fuel management and pond water chemistry management are
described.

CEGB development work on flask coatings is reported as are the
operational and maintenance procedures to k<a«p the coatings in satisfactory
condition. Th« importance of the design of flasks to make the beat use of these
coatings and to provide a geometry which allows easy decontamination is
explained.

Several methods of decontamination have been used in CEGB, although
they all have the same basic principle. Problems which have arisen with these
and the current practices are described. New plant at stations and the
reprocessing site haa been designed to Tiinimiae flask contamination and the
effect of a transfer of operations from ehe older plants to the new facilities
ia described.

1. Introduction
The Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) operates 24 power

reactors in England and Wales, all of the gas-cooled graphite moderated design.
Fourteen of these reactors use Magnox (natural uranium metal in magnesium alloy
cladding) fuel; the other reactors are of the Advanced Gas Cooled Reactor (AGR)
design which uses enriched uranium oxide fuel in stainless steel cladding.
There are, in addition, two Magnox reactors which have ceased generation but are
still being defuelled. Typical Magnox and AGR fuel elements are shown in
Figures 1 and 2.

Since 1962 CEGB have moved over 10,000 loaded fuel flasks, the current
rate of movement is about 500 loaded flasks per year.
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„gTAINING PLATE

TOP BRACE

FUEL CAN

OUTER SLEEVE

CENTRE BRACE

EXTENSION PIECE

NSULATOR
PELLET

FUEL STACK

FUEL PIN ASSEMBLY
(36 OFFI

UPPER INNER SLEEVE

GUIDE TUBE
(FOR TIE BAR)

LOWER INNER SLEEVE

SUPPORT GRID

FIG.2. AGR fuel elements.
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2. Description of Flasks
After irradiation and temporary storage on the stations, fuel is

transported to British Nuclear Fuels pic (BNFL) factory at Sellafield for
reprocessing. The flasks for transporting the fuel are all cuboid and of two
basic designs, shown in Figs. 3 and 4. One design is of monolithic all steel
construction and the other has a thinner steel outer container containing a lead
liner. Both designs have the lid fastened to the body of the flask with bolts,
sealing being achieved by the use of '0' ring elastomer seals. The fuel is
surrounded by water during transport to provide a heat transfer medium and to
provide additional shielding.

SHOCK ABSORBER
LIFTING BRACKETS

FLASK BODY

SHOCK ABSORBER

WATER LEVEL VALVE
COVER PLATE

/ COMPONENT
FLASK BODY
LID
LINER
SHOCK ABSORBER
SKIP
FUEL ELEMENTS (20)
WATER

WEIGHT TONHES

I 5
1 7
1 6

51 8

FIG.3. Isometric drawing of Mk A1a AGR flask.

LIO VALVE
COVER PLATE LIO SEAL T E S T

POINT

COMPONENT
FLASK 800V
LIO
SKIP
FUEL ELEMENTS
WATER

TYPICAL
WEIGHT TONNES

35
7

(200)

WATER LEVEL VALVE
COVER PLATE

1.7-1

FIG.4. Isometric drawing of Mk 2c magnox flask.
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Transport of flasks is primarily by rail using specially designed rail
wagons (Figure 5). These wagons incorporate a cover which encloses the flask
during transport; this helps to reduce soiling of the flask paintwork and casual
access to the flask.

FIG.5. Isometric drawing of Mk A1a flask on a flatrol with a sliding cover (arrangement similar for
other flatrol types).

3. Sources of Contammination
The radioactive isotopes responsible for surface contamination are

principally those produced by irradiation of the fuel and may be either fission
products or transuranic elements; in addition some contamination may arise from
isotopes produced by activation of the non-fissile components of the fuel
assembly; an important example of this is CO^O produced by the activation of
steel components. Nuclear fuel is surrounded by cladding which normally
contains all the radioactivity in the fuel rod or pins; a very small number of
cladding integrity failures does occur, however, either in the reactor or
subsequently. Such failures can allow radioactive materials to spread into the
volume surrounding the fuel.

CEGB practice is to store discharged fuel either under water or at one
power station, in gas (carbon dioxide); storage in air is used for long-cooled
fuel at that station. For fuel stored in a gaseous environment only the
volatile isotopes may be, in general, released through penetrations of the
cladding; experience has shown that releases from fuel stored in gas do not
cause problems. For fuel stored underwater other mechanisms exist which can
release larger quantities of activity. Soluble isotopes may be dissolved and
spread through the water by diffusion; for Magnox fuel chemical reactions occur
between water and the cladding (predominantly magnesium) and water and the
metallic uranium fuel bar. The radioactivity in the water can be transferred to
transport flasks either with the fuel and its container or by cross-
contamination by splashes or contact with contaminated plant.
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3.1 Direct Contamination
At many CEGB stations flasks are loaded by immersing them in the water

filled storage ponds and transferring fuel for transport into the flask while it
is submerged. If the surrounding water is contaminated activity may be
transferred to the surfaces of the flask. The contaminating isotopes may become
attached to the surface of the flask or, in the case of a painted surface,
penetrate into the paint layer. Contamination which is loosely attached to a
surface can usually be removed by mechanically washing; contamination absorbed
into a paint layer is not so easily removed and, unless decontamination is
thorough and prolonged, may come to the surface of the paint some time after
flask cleaning. This phenomenon is known as 'sweat out' and was identified as a
problem some years ago when amounts of irradiated fuel stock at CEBG stations
were much higher than currently, pond chemistry was less well understood and, as
a result, higher concentrations of pond contamination occurred.
3.2 Cross Contamination

Cross contamination may occur when a flask is not directly in contact
with the contaminating medium (e.g., pond water) but receives contamination
transferred from contaminated equipment or plant such as crane lifting arms or
hard standing. These might have become contaminated in previous operations and
subsequently inadequately decontaminated. Cross contamination can be controlled
and largely eliminated by high standards of operation and housekeeping.
4. Methods of Avoiding Contamination

The problems of contamination can be minimised by adopting good design
and operational practice. The CEGB pays particular attention to the following
aspects.

Flasks are designed to minimise, as far as is consistent with other
requirements, areas prone to contamination and to be easy to decontaminate.
This may be assisted by ensuring external surfaces are smooth and accessible for
decontamination and monitoring. It is important to ensure that inaccessible
cavities, such as valves test points are sealed during transport to prevent any
contamination being released from the cavity. CEGB practice in sealing valve
ports is illustrated in figure 6. The seals used for this are independent of
those forming part of the primary fiask containment and are not tested in the
same way, and have proved effective at reducing contamination spread.

A particularly difficult area for contamination control is the narrow
space between the lid and the body, illustrated on figure 7. Because most of
the surfaces are inaccessible when the lid is bolted to the flask body and pond
water may be trapped between the two components, the CEGB has l a i d down
procedures which require the lid to be raised on jacking bolts and the
inaccessible areas dried and cleaned as far as practicable before the flask is
finally prepared for despatch. This has proved to be very effective. New
designs of CEGB flasks will be fitting an additional seal, called a
weathershield, to reduce further the chance of any residual activity escaping
from the lid-to-body gap (figure 7). Like the valve plugs, the weathershield is
not part of the primary sealing of the flask and no claims are made for it in
the assessment of primary flask safety; its function is an operational aid to
preventing contamination of the flask external surface before and during
transport.
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FIG 6 Sealing of valve ports

LID NUT

EXTERNAL WEATHER SEAL

LID SEALS

LID VALVE

FIG 7 Lid/body geometry
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4 2 Paint Coatings
Surfaces coated with different commercially available paints vary

widely in their ability to absorb contaminated water Because of this the CEGB
developed, early in its nuclear programme, a paint called CEGB System 6 for the
outside of flasks. The paint consists of an epoxide underlayer and a
Polyurethane top layer; this combinations not only has good resistance to the
absorbtion of contaminated water but is also resistant to degradation by
weathering during transport. System 6, which is manufactured by commercial
paint procedures, has since been used in other areas where contamination control
is required.

4 3 Good Housekeeping
The most important single measure to reduce the contamination of flasks

is to reduce the source of the contamination. For the CEGB this principally
means minimising the leakage of activity from fuel into storage ponds This
problem is potentially greatest with Magnox fuel since the magnesium alloy
cladding and uranium metal fuel may react with water unless preventive measures
are taken. The reaction rate between water and the Magnox cans may be reduced
to very low levels by careful attention to pond chemistry Important parameters
to be controlled are

(1) pond water pH to be kept high ( 11.5)
(2) anion concentrations to be kept low (Cl + SO^ 0 5 ppm)
(3) particulate matter such as sludge to be removed. Such material can

concentrate the anions referred to above and provide i n i t i a t i o n sites
for enhanced corrosion
Radiologically, the most troublesome fission product isotopes are

Cs 134 and Cs 137
For AGR fuel neither the stainless steel cladding nor the uranium oxide

fuel is as susceptible to corrosion as Magnox fuel; small amounts of Cs 134 and
Cs 137 are detected in AGR fuel storage ponds however Because AGR fuel is more
highly irradiated than Magnox, activation products are relatively more
important; S 35, Cr 51, Mn 54, Co 38 and Co 60 are the most relevant isotopes

At both Magnox and AGR stations there are ion-exchange pond water
treatment plants to control the impurities in the pond water, this a secondary
line of defence against the spread of radioactivity from fuel, and have the
disadvantage that they give rise to quantities of spent resins which w i l l
require storage and eventual disposal.

5 Decontamination
Although the principal objective of operators is to ensure that surface

contamination of transport flasks is, as far as possible minimised, perfection
is impossible. Techniques for removing contamination from flasks are therefore
necessary. A distinction is frequently made between 'loose' and 'fixed'
contamination; loose contamination is that which can be removed by processes of
washing and wiping, whilst fixed contamination requires chemical or mechanical
means of removal. The distinction between loose and fixed contamination is, to
a minor extent, arbitrary as in some cases contamination which appears to be
'fixed' may subsequently become 'loose'. This could happen typically in
prolonged wetting of contaminated paint by heavy rain or by mechanical scuffing
of painted surfaces. Decontamination should, therefore, include techniques for
the removal of both 'loose' and 'fixed' contamination
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5.1 Loose Contamination
Since most CEGB flask surface contamination nowadays arises from

transfer from contaminated pond water, prolonged immersion in or spraying with
clean water would remove it. However, this process alone might take many hours
and is too slow for routine operational use and so it is combined with the use
of decontaminating creams or solutions. These compounds are'basically chelating
agents acting in an alkaline environment which mobilise the active isotopes.
Decontaminating cream is applied to the flask surface, left to soak for
sometime and then washed off; it is usually artificially coloured with a dye so
that traces of it can be easily seen and rinsed off. Solutions are applied
either in a spray booth or an immersion tank and often at elevated temperatures
to speed the decontamination process although the solution temperature must be
kept below about 70°C to avoid damaging the flask paintwork.

When a flask has been cleaned using these techniques it is thoroughly
monitored. Any small areas of loose contamination are then subsequently removed
manually using disposable wiping material.
5.2 Fixed Contamination

Fixed contamination is an infrequent occurrence and, may arise as a
result of a departure from recommended practices, by leaving paintwork exposed
to contaminated li q u i d s for long periods or allowing feet or lifting trunnions
to come into contact with contaminated equipment. This may ingrain the
contamination in the metal of the flask, from which it can be difficult to
remove it.

The usual method of removing fixed contamination is by abrasion; care
has to be taken to remove only sufficient metal or paint to detach the
contamination and to avoid airborne hazards. After removal of the contamination
the surface should be restored to its former surface by a suitably fine abrasive
and repainting where appropriate.
6. Monitoring

Decontamination can only be shown to be effective if adequate
monitoring of radioactivity is undertaken. Direct measurement of the radiation
from surface contamination on a loaded flask is difficult as the gamma-
radiation from the flask contents, (even though shielded by the flask and below
level permitted by the IAEA Regulations), may be higher than that from the
external contamination. To overcome this problem the CEGB uses a technique of
swabbing the flask with absorbent filter papers and then measuring the activity
transferred to the paper in a shielded enclosure. Swabs are taken from a number
of positions on each flask; the precise number varies according to the design of
the flask but is usually about 60. The exact position of the monitoring
positions is not specified but approximate positions for each of the points are
indicated. All areas which are known to be particularly liable to contamination
are included in the specification.

To ensure a uniform standard of monitoring by swabbing it is necessary
to specify the grade and size of filter paper to be used as a swab, the area
over which the swab is to be rubbed and the way in which the rubbing is to be-
done. It is also necessary to make an assumption about the fraction of the
activity on the swabbed area which is transferred to the swab.

As mentioned above, fixed contamination is difficult to detect
because of the radiation from the fuel on loaded flasks; experience has shown,
however, that fixed contamination seldom forms a large fraction of the total
radiation from a flask which, in any case, has to fall within the requirements
of the IAEA Regulations (Safety Series 6) before a flask is despatched. The
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CEGB has had no serious problems with fixed contamination becoming loose except
for the 'sweat out' phenomenon to which reference was made earlier. Fixed
contamination is more readily detected on a discharged flask or on components
such as lids which are moved away from flasks during loading and unloading

The complete survey using swabs described above is performed after a
flask has been given the decontaminating spray or wash Any residual activity
oetected is removed either by attention to small areas or a return to the
overall decontamination process. When a flask has undergone all the remaining
pre-despatch preparations it is given yet another survey Details vary from
station to station but this is a less extensive survey to ensure that no cross
contamination has occurred during the handling operations prior to despatch A
further survey, principally of the rail vehicle is carried out before the
departure of the train

Limited surveys are also carried out when a flask arrives at its
destination This is principally a check on 'sweat out' during transport
These incoming checks, thus provide part of the CEGB compliance assurance
system
7 Results

Operating experience within CEGB is that flask contamination requires
careful attention Some points which arise from the CEGB's experience are.-

(i) Magnox fuel traffic is generally more likely to give rise to flask
contamination than AGR This is because Magnox fuel and its cladding
is chemically more reactive than AGR fuel and thus, able to release
more radioactivity into ponds

(11) Ponds with high radioactivity concentrations are more likely to lead to
flask contamination than those with low concentrations. Activity
concentrations in ponds depend, apart from fuel type, on the control
and management of water treatment plant and also the pond inventory of
irradiated fuel

( 1 1 1 ) New plant leads to less flask contamination than old plant This is
because designers of plant and equipment in the period 1950 to 1970 had
less experience of contamination and knowledge of the requirements of
decontamination than their successors Similarly early series of
flasks had a higher propensity to contamination than their successors

(iv) Attention to detail at every flask despatch is necessary in order to
achieve the highest standards.

(v) Cross-checks and follow-ups provide useful guides to improvements
(vi) Flask surface condition and decontamination treatments are important

contributors to ease of decontamination



OPERATING EXPERIENCE IN THE FIELD OF
DECONTAMINATION OF GCR AND LWR SPENT
FUEL TRANSPORTATION CASKS AND
UNLOADING FACILITIES

P.L. CHOMETON
Reprocessing Branch,
COGEMA,
Vélizy-Villacoublay,
France

Abstract

COGEMA masters all the industrial steps of the nuclear fuel
cycle from uranium exploration to spent fuel reprocessing.
In that last field ,COGEMA manages and operates the
transportation of the spent fuels coming from various
countries to the unloading and storage facilities of LA HAGUE
and MARCOULE reprocessing plants.
The experience gained since 1966 is demonstrated by the fact
that its transportation network deals with 71 power plants owned
by 32 different customers and that more than 7919 MTU of LWR
and 8395 MTU of GCR spent fuels have already been sent to the
storage facilities of COGEMA without transport accidents.
All these spent fuels operations are performed in compliance
with AIEA recommandations as well as with the requests of the
different countries of its customers and the regulations for the
international transports by road , rail and sea .A special care
is given to the reduction of doses to the personnel as much as
to the decrease of the secondary and liquid wastes quantities.
Contamination control is one of the main concern of COGEMA's
management and of the operators involved in the transport ,
reception , handling and storage of spent fuels . Radiation
doses to the personnel are well below the authorized levels and
they diminish each year , despite the increasing spent fuel
unloading rate .
Behind these successful activities acts a motivated team of
Engineers , Operators and Health Physics Specialists who
progressively set up specific standards , specifications and
qualifications procedures.
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1.INTRODUCTION

1.1. Activities of COGEMA

Since 1966 , COGEMA is engaged in an extensive programme of GCR
and LWR spent fuel reprocessing which main steps were :

-the modification in 1976 of UP2 ,COGEMA's
first commercial GCR spent fuel reprocessing
plant located in northwestern France , in
order to enable it to reprocess 400 MTU per
year of light water (LWR) fuels,

-the extension of UP2 plant in order to raise
its capacity to 8OO MTU.a-1,

-the decision to built a second plant , UP3-A
of the same capacity of 800 MTU.a-1,

-the decision , in 1985 , to transfer the
reprocessing of the GCR's fuels from UP2 to
UP1 reprocessing plant at Marcoule , in
southern France.

Consequently , this requested the building of intermediate
storage pools and the organization of a transportation system in
accordance with the national and international regulations.
1.2. Transportation system
COGEMA manages directly or indirectly the transport in casks of
the GCR or the LWR spent fuels from the clients's reactors to
its unloading and storage facilities.
With its partners (NTL and PNTL) COGEMA has accumulated a unique
experience in that field :

-transportation of spent fuel from 71 power
plants owned by 32 different clients in
France , Belgium , West Germany , Japan ,
Netherlands , Sweden and Switzerland,
-delivery at UP2 plant at LA HAGUE of more
than 7919 MTU of LWR fuels and 4895 MTU of
GCR fuels ,in 3964 consignments,
-delivery at UP1 plant at Marcoule of 3500
MTU of GCR fuels

After more than 10 years of experience COGEMA's policy in that
field is :

-systematic use of rail transportation with
the help of the largest possible casks ,
-use road transportation for very short
distance between some power plants and the
corresponding terminal built in their
vicinity or between the COGEMA's rail-road
terminals and the reprocessing plants.
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-design of standardized dry casks able to be
unloaded in wet or dry conditions,
-design of casks , road trucks , rail cars,
unloading , storage and maintenance
facilities in order to insure the needed
safety and reduce as far as efficient the
personnel exposure and the production of
solid and liquid wastes .

Of course , between JAPAN or Sweden and the harbour of Cherbourg
located nearby the UP2 and UP3-A reprocessing plants of La
Hague , COGEMA uses sea transports with the help of specialized
ships . The casks are of the same standards as for the rail
transportation.
1.3. Interfaces with the storage facilities
The transportation casks sent by sea ,rail or road are directed
to storage terminals located nearby the reprocessing plants :
VALOGNES for UP2/UP3-A and ORSAN for UP1.
There , the casks are checked and unloaded on specialized road
trucks and transported to the unloading facilities of the
reprocessing plants.
The specialized road trucks and rail trucks were designed
according to the safety and security regulations and the need
for easy maintenance and decontamination .
For exemple , the transports to La Hague are mainly done by rail
through France and Continental Europe . The rail trucks were
developped for this purpose . Their mass is of 48 MT when empty
and of 160 MT when loaded. They are equipped with 4 boggies and
their length is of 20.7 m.
They were submitted to calculations checks and severe tests in
order to be qualified by the S.N.C.F. (French National Rail
Company).These trucks withstand without any damage a front
schock of 9 G .Additional tests were done at a speed of 100
Km.H-1.
As the test specifications of the S.N.C.F. are in accordance
with the U.I.C. recommandations and are the most severe in that
field , the trucks are authorized to circulate without
restrictions in Europe. They are the heaviest rail trucks in
the world to be incorporated on a routine basis in normal trains
without speed limitations.

1.4. Unloading and storage facilities of MARCOULE
The MAR 400 unloading and storage facility for GCR spent fuels
of the UP1 reprocessing plant of Marcoule is composed of the
following units :

-a cask receiving and preparation hall ,
-an dry spent fuel unloading cell ,
-a transfer canal,
-two storage ponds .
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The road trucks loaded with the IU O9 or IU 17 stainless steel
casks arrive from the terminal of ORSAN located at a few
kilometers of MARCOULE and enter the receiving bay of MAR 400 .
The casks are unloaded from the truck through an hatch and set
for preparation.
Then , the cask is lifted by the 650 kN travelling crane and
levelled into the dry unloading cell .The cover is lifted and
set beside .The basket containing the fuel elements is lifted
and set into a compartment where it is cooled by water.
The basket is then transferred to the storage pools through a
channel .
Each pool has a capacity of 400 MTU.
Temperature of the water is of 15 °C ; PH is set to 11,7 . Total
volume of water is of 3600 m3 and water is treated on zeolithes
after passing through sand filters . Water circulation rate is
of 200 m3.h-l.

1.5. Unloading and storage facilities of LA HAGUE
The UP2 and UP3 unloading and storage facilities for LWR spent
fuels of La Hague are composed of the following units :

-a cask receiving and buffer storage area ,
-a wet unloading facility , able to receive
most types of casks ,

-a dry unloading facility able to unload the
standardized casks i.e : TN 12 , TN 13 , TN
17 and LK 100 casks ,

-a pool adjacent to the existing UP2 400
reprocessing plant ,
-four interconnected storage pools linked to
the wet unloading and the dry unloading
facilities .

The road trucks loaded with the LWR spent fuels transportation
casks arriving from the terminal of VALOGNES located at 20 Km
of La Hague are sent to the cask receiving and buffer storage
area.
There , the casks are unloaded with the help of 1300 kN
travelling cranes and placed on lorries in order to be
dispatched , when necessary , to the wet or the dry unloading
facilities .

1.5.1. The wet unloading facility
The casks placed on lorries are introduced in the receiving
bay. They are picked up by a 1300 kN and lowered into a
preparation cell .
Then , they are moved to one of the two unloading pools for
immersion . The cover of the cask is removed and the fuel
elements are extracted one by one by a pole crane and placed
into storage baskets .
The baskets are then transferred to the storage pools through a
channel .
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Each of the two independent unloading lines is able to receive
and unload 100 to 200 casks per year.
1.5.2. The dry unloading facility
The casks placed on lorries are introduced into the receiving
bay ,tilted vertical with the help of a 13OO kN travelling crane
and introduced into the preparation cell where they are
submitted to preparation and pre-unloading operations .
Then the cask is approached and set tightly under the dry
unloading cell from where the cask is opened by remote operation
and the fuels elements are removed one by one.
The fuels are transferred and immersed into a rincing pit .
Afterwards they are placed into a storage basket which , when
full , is transferred and immersed into the storage pool.
1.5.3. The pools
The total storage capacity of the pools is over 10,000 MTU .
Temperature of the water is of 40 °C ; PH is of 5.5 . Total
volume of water is of 56,000 m3 .
The water of the unloading pools is treated on ground resins
precoated filters and the water of the storage pools is
treated on ion exchange columns and modular submerged bulb
ion-exchange units (Nymphéas).
The water circulation rate is of 250 m3.h-l on the bulb cooling
and treatment units and of 200 m3.h-l on the columns .
1.6. Organization and general rules regarding GCR and LWR

transportation casks movements.
1.6.1. Organization
Within the Reprocessing Branch of COGEMA , the Technical and
Marketing Department is in charge of supplying the reprocessing
plants with GCR and LWR spent fuels.
One of the Services of that Department , STS (Service des
transports Spéciaux) , is in charge of the transportation of the
casks with its partners , NTL and PNTL .
STS operates the transportation , the terminals of Orsan and
Valognes , as such as the main maintenance shops located on the
reprocessing plants of Marcoule and La Hague .
The Health Physics Service ,placed under the authority of the
Site Managers of Marcoule and La Hague , is in charge of the
Health Physics (HP) measurements and checkings . The results are
transmitted to STS for instruction of the Transportation Files .
1.6.2. General rules concerning the HP control of casks to , on

and from the unloading and storage facilities .
1.6.2.1. Rules concerning the movements of casks to and from the

sites .
The Health Physics Specialists do systematically the
measurements and checkings according to the procedures in force
at the terminals and the unloading bays of the storage
facilities.
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These inspections concern the irradiation of the load and the
irradiation and contamination on the casks , rail trucks and
road trucks .
If a discrepancy is noted with the indications printed on the
"Transport Documentation of Radioactive Material" document , the
HP service shall define the measures to be taken in accordance
with the Site Manager and the Transportation Service (STS ) .
Monitoring of the buildings and grounds is included .
1.6.2.2. Rules concerning the movements and stay of casks
inside the sites

-irradiation level (Y + n)
intensity shall be below 2 mSv.h-1 at contact of the
cask and O.I mSv.h-1 at l m distance .
-non-fixed contamination level
the measured values shall be below :
0,37 Bq.cm-2 for OJ
3.70 Bq.cm-2 for ̂  ; reference surface is of 300 cm2
and efficiency of smear test is of 10%.

1.6.2.3. Management of the " Transport Documentation of
Radioactive Material " document

According to the regulations in force for casks transportation ,
the transportation file identified as the " Transport
Documentation of Radioactive Material " contains in particular 2
documents A and B :

A : forwarding of an unloaded cask from the site to the
reactor,

B : forwarding of a loaded cask from a reactor to the
reprocessing site .

Both documents are filled in contradictorily by the Health
Physics specialists of the reprocessing plant and of the reactor
site . At each new cycle a document is added with the revision
indice 0 , this document beeing at revision 1 when filled in by
the team receiving the unloaded or loaded cask.

2.HANDLING OF GCR CASKS

2.1. Types of fuels
The fuels sent to Marcoule's unloading and storage facility MAR
400 within UP1 reprocessing plant are of two types :

type 1
- St Laurent I/II and Vandellos ; length is
of 570.9 mm,
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type 2
- Bugey , which length is of 550.4 mm.

The cladding is made of a Magnox/Sicral alloy.
2.2. Types of casks
Two types of casks are in service : IU 09 and IU 17.
They are classified B(U) .
Both are lead casks lined with stainless steel. The four
vertical sides are covered with fins for cooling.
The IU 09 cask cover is fixed with 4 bolts and the IU 17 , of a
new generation , closed by 30 bolts.
Both types of casks are dry casks and are unloaded in the dry
unloading cell of MAR 400 facility .
There are already 30 casks in service .
Limit of activity to be transported is of 11,1.10+16 Bq .
2.3. Health Physics unloading procedures
2.3.1. Methods
Tests and measures are performed by the HP specialist to check

-the non-fixed contamination,
-the fixed contamination,
-the Y , n irradiation .

The points to be checked compulsorily are indicated on the "
Transport Documentation of Radioactive Material " document.
2.3.1.1. The removable contamination
The surface to be checked is wiped with a circular filter ( APA
model ) over 300 cm2 . Efficiency is of 10% .
Counting is performed on a FAB2 counter (Novelec low activity
B,Y,G^ , proportional with gas circulation ) .

2.3.1.2. Estimation of the fixed contamination
Two measurements are performed before departure of a cask from
the reprocessing plant :

-counting is performed with a BABYLINE (Nardeux)
equipped with a 7 mg.cm-2 filter,
-counting is performed with a BABYLINE equipped
with a 300 mg.cm-2 filter.

The difference indicates B irradiation , characteristic of fixed
contamination .
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2.3.1.3. The Y,n irradiation
The Y irradiation is measured with a BABYLINE .
Neutron counting is done with a CRAMAL (He detector) counter .

2.3.2 Tests
The tests performed at the terminal of Orsan at arrival or
departure of the casks loaded on rail trucks are the following :

-control of the rail truck ,
-control of the load (2m),
-control of the upper and lateral sides of the
cask (contact and 1m) ,
-control of the bottom of the cask ,

as indicated on the files.
The tests performed at the unloading bay of MAR 400 are the
following:

-control of the road truck ,
-control of the cask before and after unloading.

3.HANDLING OF LWR CASKS

3.1. Type of fuels
The LWR fuels sent to La Hague Reprocessing Plants are of two
types :

PWR
-33,000 MWd.t-1
-initial enrichment 3.5 %
-length : 2.9 m to 4.9 m .
BWR
-28,000 MWd.t-1
-initial enrichment 2.6 %
-length : 3.8m to 4.5 m .

Cladding is of zircaloy.
The cooling time of the spent fuels transported is so , that
taking into account their effective combustion rate , the
allowable residual heat and irradiation are below the
authorized level.
3.2. Types of casks
Taking into account the increase of spent fuels to be handled in
UP2 and UP3 , as much as the design criteria for these new
plants , standardization of the casks became necessary . However
flexibility was kept , as the unloading and storage facilities
are equipped with a wet and a dry unloading units .
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-the wet unloading line is able to receive most
types of casks ,
-the dry unloading line is able to unload
standardized series of TN 12 , TN 13 , TN 17 and
LK 100 casks.

The criteria for acceptance of the casks at La Hague are based
on four standards . They differ from each other by the length,
the weight , the capacity and the diameter .
The main design features are :

-dry types ( no water in the cavity for the
transport ),
-ability to be unloaded both in wet and dry
conditions ,
-use of stainless steel coating of a minimum
thickness
-capability to be decontaminated (externally) and
washed (internally) with the help of remote
operated equipments ,
-maximum capacity ,
-standards for openings ,lids , screws ,
trunnions...

Capacity is as follows :
COGEMA/La Hague standards for casks

mass when loaded number of fuels
(metric tons) (BWR) (PWR)

TN 17/2 72 17 6 or 7
TN 12/2 102 32 12
LK 100 102 12
TN 13/2 105 11 or 12
Presently , more than 80 of these casks are in operation and
more than 25 are presently under construction .

3.3.Health Physics unloading procedures
Tests and measurements are performed by the Health Physics
specialists according to the conditions specified in the
"Transport Documentation for Radioactive Material " document in
force :

-control of non-fixed contamination
-control of irradiation (Y,n) .

3.3.1. The non-fixed contamination
The surface to be checked is wiped with a circular filter (APA
model) over 300 cm2. Efficiency is of 10 % .
Counting is performed on SMIB and SMIA 70 (Nardeux) .
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3.3.2. The Y,n irradiation

Gamma counting is performed with a B A B Y L I N E ( N a r d e u x ) or
SCINTOMAT 6134 (Befic)

Neutron counting is done with a CRAMAL (He 3 detector) counter.

3.3.3 Tests

The tests per formed at the terminal of Valognes are the
following :

-control of the rail car,
-control of the canopy ,
-control of irradition of the cask : contact ,
l m and 2 m .

The tests performed on the unloading and storage facilities are
at the buffer storage (arrival and departure) :

-control of the road truck,
-control of the cask : smear test B and
irradiation Y

at the unloading bay (arrival or departure)
-control of the lorry (smear test B )
-control of the cask : (smear test 0( , B ;
irradiation Y,n at arrival and Y, at contact ,
l m and 2 m for departure.

4.MAINTENANCE OF CASKS

4.1. GCR CASKS maintenance
4.1.1. Routine maintenance
The seals , plugs and bolts are checked at each loading or
unloading operations . Elements with defects are replaced.
4.1.2. Annual maintenance
Each year the thermal protection is checked ( internal leaks and
contamination ) as much as general aspect ( externals , fins ,
identification . . ) .
4.1.3. Basic and main maintenance
Each 4 years the casks are submitted to an intensive external
decontamination and each 8 years to a main maintenance including
internal decontamination , modifications and upgrading of the
external surfaces .
These operations are performed in a specialized unit (ADM) .
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4.2. LWR CASKS MAINTENANCE

4.2.1. Organization of maintenance
Apart from reinspection done at the occasion of the loading and
unloading operations , systematic maintenance of LWR casks is
done on two levels :

-every 3 years or after a maximum of 15 rotations
(basic maintenance),

-every 6 years or after a maximum of 60 rotations
(main maintenance).

4.2.2. Maintenance operations
They are performed in 2 units located respectively in the wet
unloading unit (AEC) and nearby the buffer storage unloading bay
for road trucks (AMEC) .
These operations includes :

-internal cleaning of the casks internals and
exchange of internal fuel baskets if necessary ,
-internal maintenance ,
-external maintenance .

The basic maintenance lasts 4 weeks : 1 week for cleaning of
the internals of the cask , 1 week for examination and exchange
of seals, external examination of internal basket and 2 weeks
for external maintenance including mechanical parts , final
inspection and tightness tests.
The main maintenance lasts 6 weeks : 1.5 week for the cleaning
of the internals of the cask and 4.5 weeks for the exchange of
seals, ,taking out of internal basket ,tightness tests ,external
maintenance and inspection of accessories , checking of the
presence and efficiency of the poisons granting sub-criticality
and scanning Y,n , check of heat dissipation capacity as much
as inspection of all sensitive mechanical devices .
Needed decontamination and refurbishing of the cask surface is
included.
5.DECONTAMINATION OF CASKS , POOLS and POOL EQUIPMENTS

5.1. Contamination
The risk of contamination is associated with the presence of
fission products contained in the fuel and of activation
products fixed outside the fuel .
COGEMA' s procedures concerning acceptance of spent fuels for
reprocessing state that fuel integrity should be demonstrated
before leaving the reactor pool.
Experience shows that the internal contamination of the
transportation casks is mainly composed of activation products .
External contamination of the casks comes from the products in
suspension or in solution in the reactor pools and in the
unloading or storage pools of the reprocessing plants.
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In La Hague pools activity of water is less than 1.85 .10+4
Bq.1-1 (5.10-4 Ci.m-3) ( Y ) and the gamma emiters are Co 58 and
60 , Zn 65 and Mn 54 .
In Marcoule , pools activity of water is less than 1.85 .10+5
Bq.1-1 (5.10-3 Ci.m-3) and the gamma emiters are : Ce/Pr 144 ,
Sb 125 ,RU/Rh 106 , Cs 137 and Nb/Zr 95 . .
5.2. Maximum permissible surface contamination
For both LWR and GCR transportation casks the non-fixed
contamination shall be below :

-0.37 Bq.cm-2 0(
-3.70 Bq.cm-2 p

Reference surface is of 300 cm2 and efficiency is of 10 % .
5.3. Inspection and monitoring
Inspection is performed by the Health Physics specialists
assigned to the terminals , buffer storage ,Maintenance shops
and the unloading and storage units according to the procedures
in force for the reception and forwarding of the casks .

At La Hague , activity outside the buildings is in between
3.10-2 .Bq.m-3 and 4.10-4 .Bq.m-3 ( C{ + B ) .Natural activity
( Q( + B ) inside the buildings is in beetween 10-2 .Bq.m-3 and
10-3 .Bq.m-3 .
The LDCA ( Derived Limits of Atmospherical Concentration ) is of
7.4.10-2 .Bq.m-3 for 0( and of 3.7 .Bq.m-3 for B .
So , to discriminate the artificial radioactivity from the
natural activity three methods are used :

«v

-discrimination by filtration ,
-discrimation by spectrometry ,
-discrimination by decreasing .

Atmospherical monitoring is performed by filtration on 2 types
of equipments , one type for alarm and the other one for
measurements .
Surface contamination is monitored by 2 methods : direct
measurement and smear tests . The equipments used are :

-SMIB 70 (Nardeux) for B ,
-SMIA 70 (Nardeux) for Of .

Final tests are performed on Numelec NU 16 or NU 20 counters.
Apart the use of the monitors placed in between the various
hatches , the personnel is equipped with the LH2 dosimeter
(COGEBADGE).The multipurpose badge contains :

-a film ( B , X , Y ) dosimetry ,
-thermoluminescent dosimeters (Li6, B, Y , X , n )
(L17, B , Y , X )

-a criticality detector ( Au , Cd , S ).
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5.4. Prevention of contamination
Prevention of contamination is obtained by the following
dispositions :

-procedures for acceptance of the spent fuels ,
-elimination of contamination as soon as detected ,
-Health Physics procedures and equipments ,
-keeping the level of contamination of unloading pools as
low as possible ,

-dry unloading ,
-use of stainless steel for equipments in contact with pool
water

-use of non aggressive decontaminants ( hot water ).

5.5 Decontamination
5.5.1 Decontamination methods in use for Marcoule unloading

facility
External decontamination of the externals of the GCR casks is
done in MAR 400 unit after the dry unloading operation .
Decontamination is performed by programmable remote operation in
a closed cell . Demineralized water under pressure : 250 Bars is
used .If needed , complementary decontamination is done with a
product (SADELEC ,Sadlat) containing trichlorethane .
External and internal decontamination are done at the occasion
of the basic and main maintenance performed after 4 or 8 years
of use (ADM unit) .
Internal decontamination is done with the help of LUNIPHOS 45
(Lunige) or of nitric acid .
External decontamination is done with water under pressure and
completed with the limited use of SIDECO D (Reico) , P3 NEXO
(Henkel) and SADELEC FS 61 (Sadlat) .
If needed the decontamination may be followed by a smoothing of
the cask surface performed by microballs projection .
5.5.2 Decontamination methods in use for La Hague unloading and

storage facilities
5.5.2.1. Wet unloading
Before beeing immersed into the onloading pools the central part
of the casks ( cooling fins aera ) is protected by a removable
stainless steel skirt .After unloading , the cask with and
without skirt , is externally decontaminated with pressurized
water ( demineralized ,250 Bar ,60°C ) under a shell .Final
decontamination operations are done with Baltane or Alcool .
Decontamination of casks screws and minor accessories is done
into an ultrasonic tank .
5.5.2.2. Dry unloading
No decontamination is needed except finition with Baltane on the
upper connecting part of the cask .
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Decontamination of casks screws and minor accessories is done
inside an ultrasonic waves tank .

Final decontamination after the maintenance operations is done
with alcool .

6.MEASURES TO CONTROL RADIATION DOSES AND WASTE VOLUMES

6.1. Organization
COGEMA's constant policy and efforts are to reduce radiation
doses to the personnel and the quantity of liquid and secondary
wastes .
For exemple , the rules for the maximum radiation doses inside
the wet unloading unit of La Hague are :

-control room : < 0.25 10-2.mSv.h-l
(0.25 niRem.h-1),

-pools : < 0.25 10-2.mSv.h-l
(0.25 mRem.h-1) permanent

< 0.75 10-2.mSv.h-l
(O.75 mRem.h-1) works

-controlled aeras : < 2.50 10-2.mSv.h-l
(2.50 mRem.h-1)

6.2. Control of radiation doses
The decision to built the dry unloading unit has brought a
definite decrease in personnel radiation doses and production of
wastes :

-wet unloading (inclusive unloading and storage
pool , maintenance of casks (AEC) and transfer
of casks ), 120 people including 50 operators
working 5X8 , full body radiation doses :

1985 340 mRem.man-l.a-1
1986 340 mRem.man-l.a-1
1987 330 mRem.man-l.a-1
1988 274 mRem.man-l.a-1

-dry unloading unit inclusive pool(C) and pool(D)
1987 71 mRem.man-l.a-1
1988 16 mRem.man-l.a-1

6.3 Waste volume
For the same units as above in the paragraph 6.2., the amount of
secondary wastes produced was :

-wet unloading
1987 6OOO barrels (compactables , 1001)
1988 5111 barrels (compactables , 1001)
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-dry unloading
1987 1981 barrels (compactables , 1001)
1988 1530 barrels (compactables , 1001)

Nota : in 1988 , 137 casks were unloaded into the dry unloading
unit and 194 casks were unloaded or transferred into the wet
unloading facility .

7.PRACTICE AND INNOVATIONS

7.1. Major innovations
From COGEMA's point of view , major innovations which had a
decisive effect on the reduction of both the irradiation of the
operating personnel and the quantity of wastes are :

-use of dry unloading associated with a
standardization of the dry casks ,
-systematic use of stainless steel for the casks
externals , the pool lining and the unloading
mechanisms or accessories in contact with the
pool water ,
-the permanent tracking of contamination
associated with procedures making that any
equipment in contact with the pool water or a
contaminated medium is immediately
decontaminated after use ,
-use of high pressured demineralized water as
agent of decontamination : the use of aggressive
decontaminants induce a higher sensibility of the
treated surfaces to further contamination ,
-efforts to keep the level of pool water activity
as low as efficient .

7.2. Minor innovations
-Giving a particular attention to the
decontamination of the handling equipments as
are a vector of contamination spreading ,
-protect the bottom of the wet unloaded casks
with vinyle sheet as such a mean prevents
inscrutation of contaminants ,
-management of the working aera to prevent a
transfer of contamination from the working aera
to the cask ,
-possible wiping out of grease resulting from
atmospherical pollution before immersion of a
cask in the loading pool ,

-use plastic taps or silicone instead of scotch
tape to obturate openings .
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8.CONCLUSION
Due to the experience gained since 1966 in the field of spent
fuel transportation , unloading and storage , COGEMA has set up
progressively procedures ,standards and organisation which
guarantees the efficiency of these operations .
Moreover , the constant policy of COGEMA's management to keep
under control and reduce irradiation doses to the personnel as
much as the quantity of wastes is demonstrated by the steady
decrease of the level and quantities involved .
Behind these successful activities are motivated teams of Health
Physics specialists and operators who , as necessary , analyse
with their clients or subcontractors the discrepancies met in
this aera and try to prevent their reappearance .
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DEVELOPMENT OF DECONTAMINATION TECHNIQUES
FOR FUEL TRANSPORT FLASKS AT THE
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Atomic Energy Establishment Winfrith,
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority,
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Abstract

In the UK, irradiated fuel is transported in mild steel painted flasks. In the course of normal
operation these become contaminated externally, due to pick-up of radiocaesium by the paint from
fuel pond water. The radiocaesium migrates into the paint and recontamination problems can occur
if this is released. The external contamination phenomenon has been studied and a mechanism
proposed.

Internal contamination occurs as a result of particles of crud becoming detached from the outer
surface of fuel elements during transport. The particles are mainly iron oxide containing 60c0
They become dispersed throughout the flasks interior and hide-out occurs, especially in the annular
gap between the liner and the flask wall.

Decontamination is carried out for the following reasons:-

to reduce surface contamination levels to comply with transport regulations

to lower operator dose during maintenance

to simplify periodic inspection, maintenance and modification

to enable flasks to be disposed of at the lowest possible category at the end of their useful
life.

Tests have shown that chemical foam containing phosphoric acid provides a simple and effective
method for the decontamination of the external surface of flasks; benefits include ease of application,
simple low cost equipment and minimum waste arisings.

Internal contamination mechanisms are considered and a decontamination technique is described in
which a chemical reagent is circulated through the flask using a recirculation rig. An internal
displacement tube is fitted to minimise the volume of reagent required and to ensure a good flow in
the annular space between the wall and liner. TRANSDEC, a transportable decontamination rig was
designed and built as a result of experience gained from this work and is described. Difficulties
have been encountered when applying chemical techniques to flasks contaminated internally with
PWR crud and results of reagent selection trials are given; the most effective reagent tested dissolved
only 75% of the activity.

The most important lessons learned as a result of several years of flask decontamination experience
are (a) The use of a clear lacquer reduces the potential absorption by pigments in paint, (b) Short
immersion times minimise caesium absorption, (c) Chemical foam cleaning is a simple and effective
method for decontamination of external surfaces, (d) Turco 4521 dissolves BWR crud effectively
but more work is needed to find an improved reagent for PWR crud. (e) Internal decontamination
by chemical recirculation is an effective hands-off technique.
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INTRODUCTION

1 In the United Kingdom irradiated fuel is regularly transported by rail and road from nuclear
power plants to the Sellafield reprocessing plant.

2 Different designs of flask are used to transport irradiated fuel from the different types of
power reactors but a comnion feature of UK flasks is that the principal material of
construction is painted carbon steel.

3 In the course of normal operations flasks become contaminated both internally and externally
and routine decontamination is necessary.

4 Decontamination procedures add to overall cost and contribute to the secondary waste streams.
Consequently contamination mechanisms have been studied and improved decontamination
methods developed so that decontamination procedures can be made quicker, more effective and
secondary waste arisings minimised.

5 In the UK, flasks are generally pond loaded. Fuel pond water is contaminated to varying
degrees and this results in contamination of the external painted surfaces, mainly by the
absorption of radiocaesium.

6 Internal contamination arises mainly from small particles of deposit becoming detached from
fuel element surfaces ("crud") and to a small extent from leaking fuel elements. The main
contribution to internal flask contamination is from 6^Co incorporated in the crud deposits.

7 Decontamination is carried out for the following reasons:-

to reduce surface contamination levels to comply with transport regulations

to lower operator dose during maintenance

to simplify periodic inspection, maintenance and modification

to enable flasks to be disposed of at the lowest possible category at the end of their useful
life.

8 Decontamination of fuel transport flasks is therefore accepted as an essential stage of routine
operations and Winfrith has examined a number of aspects aimed at improving the
understanding of contamination mechanisms. This in turn has lead to the development and
introduction of improved procedures which minimise contamination pick up in the first place
and improved decontamination techniques which give better results, more quickly at lower cost
and which minimise the production of secondary waste arisings. This paper deals with external
and internal contamination.

EXTERNAL CONTAMINATION

General

9 It has been known for some years that flasks which are handled in fuel ponds absorb
contamination into the paint which is subsequently released, especially if the flask is exposed to
humid conditions or to rain. This problem has been encountered at Winfrith with a 50-ton
type 1120 flask which is loaded with spent fuel from the SGHW Reactor and is shipped by
rail to Sellafield for reprocessing. (See Figs 1 and 2). The IAEA regulations demand that,
before shipment, the flask surface should be cleaned until the contamination detectable by
smear-testing is less than 1 derived working limit, defined as: 1 DWL = 4 Bq/cm2 averaged
over 300 cm^.

It has been noted on many occasions that the level of surface contamination, detected by smear,
increases during a journey - sometimes to above 1 DWL on arrival at the destination. This
phenomenon is colloquially known as "sweating".
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FIG 1 THE 1120 FLASK
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10 A flask cover effectively solves the operational problem by protecting the flask from rain and
the public from contact with a possibly contaminated flask. Nevertheless, it is not possible to
arrange for all flasks to be covered in transit, and it was felt desirable to study the
phenomenon of growth of smearable contamination with time, using coupons in the laboratory
and full-size flasks in operational use.

11 Most flasks are painted according to CEGB System 6, which is formulated to provide
minimum absorption of contamination
maximum ease of decontamination
maximum resistance to abrasion, weathering and ultra-toilet light

The paint is applied in 4 coats, 2 of epoxy-based resin, followed by 2 coats of polyurethane.
The top coat of paint contains 15% by volume of titanium dioxide pigment. The total paint
thickness is 250 urn.

12 The ponds in which the flasks are handled contain radiocaesium in solution in the
concentration range 4 x lO^ to 40 x 10^ Bq/1. Chemically, ponds used for LWR fuel have low
conductivity and a neutral pH.

Contamination Studies with Pond Loaded Flasks

13 A programme was set up at Winfri th with the following objectives:

(a) To quantify the absorption of radiocaesium by paints, and to investigate methods to l imi t
this absorption.

(b) To demonstrate the release of radiocaesium from paints, and to investigate accelerated
decontamination.

14 Metal coupons 50 mm square, coated with the paint system under test, are used for laboratory
experiments. Preliminary tests with samples of water taken from the Winfrith pond showed
that the activity absorbed was too low for accurate counting. Therefore, samples of simulated
pond waters have been prepared containing ^^Cs in the concentration range 2 x 10^ - 4 x 10^
Bq/1 for this work.

15 Figure 3 shows the absorption of radiocaesium into standard pigmented polyurethane paint as a
function of time. The curves show, for each pond water concentration, a rapid initial uptake
followed by a slower uptake which increases linearly with time. Once the linear part of the
curve has been reached, the total caesium absorbed after a defined number of days of
immersion is proportional to the pond concentration.

Flu 1 SHOWS THE ABSORPTION OF RA010CAESIUM INTO STANDARO PIGMENTEO
POLYURETHANE PAINT AS A FUNCTION OF TIME
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16 When paints were first formulated for pond-loaded flasks, it was realised that absorption of
radioactive species from ponds would be favoured by presence of pigment in the paint. This
has been confirmed by experiments which show that Polyurethane containing 15% volume
loading of TiC>2 absorbs about 5 times as mucù radiocaesium as do several pigment-free
polyurethanes. Pigment-free paints are not usually applied to flasks, however, because of their
inferior stability in ultra-voilet light.

17 Clearly, caesium absorption in the paint must exceed 4 Bq/crn^ before release of activity can
produce smearable contamination above 1 dwl. The results shown in the upper curve of Figure
3 are based on a pond water concentration of 4 x 10° Bq/1, but absorption of caesium only
reached 4 Bq/cm^ after 20 days immersion. The Winfrith flask is loaded and unloaded in
ponds containing not more than 4 x 1(P Bq/1 of radiocaesium, yet contamination levels
detectable by smear frequently exceed 1 dwl. Therefore, there must be some change in the
paint structure which increased absorption of radioactivity by at least 2 orders of magnitude
Attempts have been made to simulate weathering of paint by abrading it with silicon carbide
paper; caesium absorption of pigmented paints is increased by more than an order of magnitude
by abrasion, whilst absorption by pigment-free paint is increased by a factor of about 2
Therefore, based on the laboratory work, there are strong reasons for using a pigment-free
paint, despite their inherent inferior resistance to UV. It was decided to paint a flask with
System 6, adding a clear polyurethane top coat to half of its area, and monitor its performance
operationally. Little difference was observed during the first few months of operation, but
results during the subsequent 2 years have consistently shown lower absorption levels and loose
activity for the clear coating by factors of 2-12. Incidentally, both systems still retained their
gloss after more than 2 years' service.

18 Other changes in the paint surface have been investigated, on laboratory coupons and on paint
samples taken from flasks, using an Electron Microscope with elemental analysis. The results
show that weathering over a twelve month period produces at the surface an accumulation of
oxide deposits of calcium, silicon, aluminium and iron. It is thought that these deposits, which
are not removed by swabbing, account for the increased caesium sorption observed for
weathered System 6.

19 Alternatives to paint for the surface finish of a flask have been evaluated in the laboratory.
The results are summarised in Figure 4.

1 DWL
POTENTIAL

FIG. 4 EQUILIBRIUM ADSORPTION LEVELS FOR VARIOUS MATERIALS
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Except where noted, the results apply to non-weathered specimens. Plastics such as PVC and
polythene seem attractive, though behaviour after weathering is not known. Stainless steel
performs better than weathered System 6, but exhibits high caesium sorption from new, and
would be difficult to decontaminate without some metal removal.

20 After loading or unloading a flask in a pond, it is decontaminated before shipment, usually by
swabbing. Swabbing has been simulated in the laboratory, and the results are summarised in
Figure 5. The swabs used are pre-soaked either in water, in detergent, or in a complexing
reagent. Whilst swabbing is effective in removing smearable activity from the surface, the total
activity burden of the paint is hardly reduced. Within a few days caesium will migrate from
the body of the paint to the surface, and smearable contamination will be detectable once more.

100
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z:

20
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FIG. 5 DECONTAMINATION BY SWABBING

21 A much better method is to immerse the flask in a suitable reagent. Laboratory results using
common reagents and water are summarised in Figure 6. It is clear that the long contact times
offered by immersion and spraying techniques is better decontamination practice than swabbing.
It should be noted that results quoted for decontamination refer to total activity burden of the
paint. Of this total a proportion will be detectable by smear. As caesium migrates to the
surface of the paint the level of loose contamination will increase depending on the time which
has elapsed since the flask surface was decontaminated. This is explained further in the
following section dealing with mechanisms.

Mechanisms

22 A model is suggested to account for the experimental and operational observations. It is
proposed that contamination is first absorbed onto the surface by ion exchange (Figure 7) and
subsequently migrates into the paint by the process of diffusion (Figure 8), where further
absorption may occur if suitable sites, such as pigment particles, are available (Figure 9). The
degree of absorption and diffusion is dependent on the chemical and physical nature of both
contaminant and substrate, and some work has been done on this subject.

23 Decontamination must, therefore, be capable of reversing the process. This can be partially
achieved by swabbing, in which surface activity is removed by chemical and mechanical means.
The level of loose contamination following swabbing may well be below 1 dwl and shipment
may take place. However, an activity concentration gradient now exists from the paint to the
surface; the diffusion process is reversed, and unabsorbed ions will migrate to the surface.
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SOLUTION OXIOE PAINT SUBSTRATE

FIG 9 CONTAMINATION MODEL-STAGE HI

When this occurs during transport, it will inevitably result in loose activity at the surface. This
is observed in normal operation and continues until an equilibrium of ion concentration is
established across the paint.

24 All activity remaining in the paint following decontamination may be regarded as potential
activity at the surface. Continued swabbing will not reduce this potential significantly because
the diffusion process is slow. Indeed, if the flask is immersed in a contaminating solution for
several hours, then a similar time period for decontamination may be assumed. A
decontaminating technique employing long contact times between fresh reagents and the paint
surface is therefore necessary.

25 The first stage of decontamination must, therefore, be efficient removal of ions from the
surface. This may be achieved by 'chelation'; the process of complexing the ions within an
organic structure, such as citric acid. This will also prevent redeposition of contamination from
solution.

26 Complete decontamination in finite time is impossible, since the activity absorbed onto
absorption sites within the paintwork may be effectively fixed. Not only is the access of
reagent restricted to these sites, but the complexed ion is larger, with impaired mobility.

27 Increasing the temperature of the process will accelerate both the chemical exchange and the
rate of diffusion of ions from the paint to the depleted surface layers. Accelerating the second
stage of decontamination is an important factor in reducing the total activity of the coating and
thus the potential loose contamination at the surface.

28 The uptake of radiocaesium by paints and its subsequent release into water or decontaminating
reagents have been demonstrated in the laboratory and in field trials. Mechanisms are
postulated which specify rapid absorption at the surface, together with slow diffusion through
the paint body down the concentration gradient. It follows that ad hoc cleaning of a flask
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before despatch does no more than decontaminate the surface, inevitably followed by renewal of
loose activity at the surface after a few days. This is commonly observed in the course of
operation with pond-loaded flasks. Removal of the bulk of the activity by immersion of the
flask in decontamination reagents is of limited value operationally, because the caesium ion
diffuses through the paint slowly.

29 In the laboratory, using newly-painted specimens, caesium absorption from pond waters is too
small for loose activity on the surface to reach 1 dwl. Absorption is increased by 2 orders of
magnitude, however, by weathering, and examination of weathered samples shows accumulations
of silica and metal oxides (including iron oxide breaking through as rust) which are known to
absorb caesium strongly. Traffic films, including oils also contribute to surface absorption.

30 The use of a non-pigmented Polyurethane paint has shown significant advantages, and has a
useful operational life if the flask is protected from UV by the use of a cover during shipment.

Decontamination of External Surfaces

31 Laboratory work described here has shown that improved decontamination can be achieved by:

(1) minimising the period of immersion in the fuel storage pond

(2) the use of detergents with complexing reagents (eg, SDG3);

(3) increasing the contact time, such 35 using spraying, immersion, gels or foams.
(4) increasing the temperature.

Decontamination exercises on full size flasks have shown that spraying a warm complexing
reagent for several hours has not only reduced surface activity to well below the legal
requirements but has removed over half of the activity within the paint, reducing the potential
for sweating and the associated radiological hazard.

32 Although effective, the arrangements required to carry out decontamination using recirculated
reagent spray are quite complicated and alternative methods of achieving a useful contact time
were considered.

33 A decontaminating cream has been available for some time in the nuclear industry and is quite
widely used but it can become difficult to remove, except by pressure spraying, if allowed to
dry out. Gels require only rinsing but large quantities of liquid waste are produced and an
area with active drainage must be available.

34 A range of aqueous chemical foams are commercially available; these have been formulated to
tackle a range of cleaning problems encountered in industry. In general, they consist of a fairly
dilute solution of a foam forming reagent plus further reagent(s) to deal with the specific
cleaning problem, eg removal of oils, greases, oxide film, traffic films, etc. The foam provides
a vehicle which brings the reagent in contact with the surface being cleaned for up to 20 or 30
minutes. Foam is applied under pressure by a lance and may be removed by suction or water
rinsing (Fig 10). Either method may be supplemented by final hand swabbing.
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35 An exercise was carried out in which an '1120' flask, painted with CEGB System 6 paint, was
decontaminated with chemical foam.

36 A number of detachable coupons 100 x 50 x 10 mm are fixed to the '1120' flask to aid
monitoring contamination levels in the paint. These have received simultaneous operational
maintenance cycles with the flask over the last few years. The flask and coupons have been
immersed in the Winfrith Reactor pond on two occasions in relation to the work reported here.
During these operations the flask was immersed for two days for each of the loading and
unloading operations (ie, a total of approximately 100 hours immersion). Before the
decontamination test, 25 coupons were removed and counted for total gamma activity; 3 of
these received additional gamma-spectrographic analysis.

37 For the test the flask was divided into four zones (Figure 11). Each half of the flask was
treated with a different reagent. Foam was applied using equipment shown in Fig 10. The
foam was removed in one of four ways:-

(a) by suction using a wet suction cleaner containing a small amount of anti-foam reagent in
the collection tank;

(b) by suction with additional wiping with dry swabs;

(c) water rinsing;

(d) rinsing with additional with dry swabs.

After cleaning each coupon was removed and recounted.
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FIG. 11 ZONAL PLAN OF THE 1120 FUEL TRANSPORT FLASK

38 Results showed that the technique removed between 32% and 63% of the activity, the best
results being achieved by reagent A17 when removed by a combination of suction and dry
swabbing (See Fig 11 ).

Initial activity levels were 6.84 Bq/cm^. After the decontamination process, 50% of the
activity was removed and the level of total activity reduced to below 4 Bq/cm2. The
possibility of loose surface contamination exceeding 1 dwl during transport has therefore been
eliminated.

39 Approximately 40 litres of reagent was used to decontaminate an '1120' flask. The operation
took 3 hours. By comparison, decontamination by convential hand swabbing occupies two men
over two shift periods to achieve similar results.

40 It was concluded that foam cleaning is a simple and effective technique for the decontamination
of the external paintwork of transport flasks. DFs up to 2.7 were achieved which compares
favourably with swabbing but offers considerable savings in time and effort. Benefits include
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ease of application and contamination control, reproducibility, simple and inexpensive equipment
and minimum waste arisings. The technique can be readily adopted in existing facilities with
minimal operational changes and costs and is particularly attractive in situations where it is
important to minimise the production of liquid waste arisings.

INTERNAL CONTAMINATION

General

41 Contamination of the internal surfaces of fuel transport flasks can present a problem during
maintenance operations. In flasks utilising lead liners there is an additional problem of higher
outer surface dose rates due to active crud trapped between the liner and the flask wall. This
crud arises either from the fuel pond at the time of loading or directly from the fuel surfaces
during transport if unbottled fuel is carried. Removal of this crud prior to flask dismantling
for maintenance or repair offers considerable reduction in gamma exposure.

Examination of Flasks Prior to Decontamination

42 It is important to have a knowledge of the radionuclide inventory in a flask prior to
decontamination

(a) to ensure that dose to operators can be kept to a minimum during the installation of the
displacement tube (see below).

(b) to ensure that sufficient shielding is provided to protect operators when the contamination
dissolves in the reagent and circulates through the decontamination plant.

(c) to enable appropriate arrangements to be made to deal with waste arisings.

43 This information is provided by lowering a gamma-probe into the flask body after the lid has
been removed and taking a series of measurements at regular intervals.

Decontamination Reagents

44 Most experience at Winfrith has been derived from flasks contaminated internally with BWR
crud but recently, efforts have been directed at a flask contaminated with PWR crud and here
difficulties have been encountered in finding a really effective decontamination reagent.

45 The surfaces requiring decontamination are the painted (CEGB System 6) internal surfaces and
the stainless steel clad lead liner.

46 Experience at Winfrith has shown that Turco 4521, readily dissolves BWR crud. This is a
proprietary decontamination reagent containing ammonium oxalate, oxalic acid and citric acid
together with a wetting agent and corrosion inhibitor. The reagent is used as a 6% w/w
solution at ~ 90°C; a treatment time of 10 hours is typical.

47 Difficulties were encountered recently when simple mineral acids were used in an attempt to
decontaminate a flask which had been used to transport PWR crud. As a result, a number of
reagents were examined in laboratory scale tests and results are summarised in Table 1. It can
be seen that of all the reagents tested the most effective was NP-Lomi but even this reagent
only dissolved ~ 75% of the activity.

Decontamination Operations

48 Decontamination of the internal surfaces of a 50 tonne Excellox type flask has been carried out
at Winfrith by making the flask part of a circulating loop containing a solution of
decontaminating reagent. Approximately 1.5 tonnes of reagent was circulated from a storage
tank at flow rates up to 1 m^ per minute at a temperature of 80°C. A modified flask lid was
designed and included a spacer which occupied the bulk of the internal volume of the flask.
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Table 1

Reagent Dissolution Trials with PWR Crud

Trial

1

2

3

4

5

6

9

10

11

12

13

14

303.8

220.2

52.3

60.4

98.2

104.9

154.5

181

Weight Pretreatment
mg

20% NaOH
65oC 3h

0.5% KMnO4 pH 2.5
80oC 6h, 20oC 16h

0.5% K.MnO4 pH 2.5
80oC 5h

0.5% KMnO4 pH 2.5
70oC 7h, 20oC 16h

Reagent Temp
°C

Time
h

% Activi ty
remaining
on Solid

after
Treatment

50% HC1

6% Turco

25%
Deoxidine

LOMI

50% HNO3

50% H Cl

65

65

65

50

65

20

3

3

3

3

2.5

3

26

71

87

68

99

81

LOMI

50% HC1

70

20

LOMI

45% Formic
Acid

75

70

24

5

24

84

56

LOMI

LOMI

LOMI

LOMI

70

65

80

80

5

4.5

4

5

47

22

26

20

10

99

This spacer directed the flow and increased the linear velocity of the decontamination liquid
across the flask surface. The main feed and return lines were brought through this lid with
subsidiary pipework to drain and vent valves. Insulation of the flask and interconnecting
pipework enabled the equipment and its circulating liquid content to be maintained at 80°C
during the decontamination. Heating was achieved by means of electric immersion heaters in
the reagent storage tank.

49 A flow diagram of the plant is given in Figure 12. The total liquid inventory of the system
was 1.5 m^, and of this the reagent vessel accounted for 0.65 m^.

50 The centrifugal circulating pump was capable of delivering 1.0 m^ per minute. The main
delivery and return pipework to the flask lid was by means of flexible stainless steel hoses.
24 kW of electric heating was provided by means of immersion heaters in the reagent vessel.
Figure 13 shows the details of the modified flask lid provided and the spacer tube used to
reduce the liquid volume inside the flask and direct the flow between the lead liner and the
flask wall.
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VENT

FIG. 12 CIRCUIT DIAGRAM FOR FLASK DECONTAMINATION

RUBEE3 SEALS

SPACER TUBE
\

MODIFIED FLASK LID

FIG 13 REAGENT FLOWPATHS WITHIN THE FLASK DURING DECONTAMINATION

51 The spacer tube was provided with two seals which fitted tightly against the lead liner and
assisted in the direction of the liquid flow. It was supported in the horizontal mode by means
of pads welded at intervals on the tube surface. Liquid was delivered via a tube running
concentrically through the spacer with outlets either side of the bottom rubber seal. This
system served to direct liquid as shown in Figure 13 and ensured that liquid was introduced
into the annular space between the lead liner and the flask wall and through the passageways in
the liner. The flask was insulated to minimise heat loss (See Fig 14).

52 The flask and reagent tank were filled with water and circulation and heating commenced.
Approximately twelve hours was required to raise the flask and the rig contents from an
ambient temperature of 19°C to a stable operating temperature of 80°C. At this stage Turco
4521 was added to the reagent tank to provide a 6% solution. Circulation of the reagent was
maintained for six hours during which time regular samples were taken for activity
measurement. Dissolution of activity reached equilibrium after 4-5 hours circulation.

53 After rinsing and draining the flask was disconnected from the decontamination loop and lifted
into a vertical position. The decontamination lid was removed and the spacer tube withdrawn.
A further radiation survey was carried out with the lead liner in position. Following this
survey the lead liner was withdrawn and radiation measurements carried out at the outer
surface of the liner and the inner wall of the flask. Examination of the liner and flask showed
that the paintwork was relatively undamaged.
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FIG 14 FLASK BEFORE INSULATION SHOWING DECONTAMINATION
LID AND CONNECTIONS

Results

54 In the decontamination operation described above, the initial radiation surveys carried out
within the flask prior to the decontamination exercise showed average gamma levels of 1.6 mGy
hr~l with hotspots up to 10 mGy hr~' (l R hr~*) As would be expected, the highest levels
were found on the underside, at the base of the flask where loose crud has a tendency to
accumulate. Following the decontamination radiation levels had been reduced on average by a
factor of 15, levels at the inner surface of the lead liner being generally less than
01 mG> hr~l, although relatively high gamma radiation levels (25 mGy hr~*) were still
obtained near the base of the flask Gamma spectrometry measurements on the decontamination
liquor showed that the major nuclide was ^Co, Of which 1 85 x 10^ Bq was removed by the
decontamination. Radiation measurements made on the outer surface of the lead liner after
removal were generally around 0 02 mGy hr~^ Some loose surface contamination remained on
the painted surface of the liner, and was readily removed by swabbing, the subsequent
maintenance operations which included grit blasting and repainting were carried out with only
minimum precautions

55 Radiation measurements carried out within the flask shell following the removal of the liner
indicated a very localised hotspot of gamma radiation of 40 mGy hr~l . Investigations showed
that this was due to a small quantity of paniculate matter which had been trapped between a
support pad on the liner and the base of the flask, and was readily flushed away. Subsequent
maintenance and repainting operations were carried out with negligible radiation exposure to the
operators.

56 In a similar decontamination operation carried out on a different Excellox flask using the same
operating procedure to those described above, the following results were obtained.

(1) The chemical decontamination stage removed a total of 5 x 10^ Bq
lower than the estimated total inventory (up to 3 6 x 10^ Bq

this was much

(2) No measurable quantities of activity were removed by a second Turco 4521 treatment.

(3) A final manual swabbing decontamination stage removed over 90% of the remaining loose
activity.
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(4) The mean level of contamination remaining after the final decontamination on both liner
and flask was 0.5 dwl (2 Bq/cm^).

(5) The decontamination operation was completely successful and the flask was made
available for installation of instrumentation in preparation for the experimental
programme.

Equipment Development - The TRANSDEC Rig

57 Initial decontamination operations were carried out with a fixed installation decontamination
rig. This suffered from the disadvantage that flasks had to be moved into the vicinity of the
rig to facilitate connection. To overcome this disadvantage a transportable decontamination rig
was designed and built - The TRANSDEC rig. TRANSDEC embodies all the principles of
the rig described above but all components are mounted within a steel frame work
incorporating a spillage tray. An enlarged reagent tank is provided (2.5 tonnes capacity) and
all instrumentation is mounted on-board. A discharge pump and filter is provided for emptying
the reagent tank. This concept enables the rig to be set up in any convenient location to carry
out either flask decontamination or any other decontamination operation where the closed loop
method can be utilised (See Figs 15 and 16).
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FIG 15 FLOW DIAGRAM FOR TRANSPORTABLE DECONTAMINATION PLANT
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FIG. 16 TRANSDEC RIG

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

External Contamination

58 The uptake of radiocaesium by paints and its subsequent release into water or decontamination
reagents have been demonstrated in the laboratory and field trials.

59 Mechanisms are postulated which specify rapid absorption at the surface, together with slow
diffusion through the paint body, down the concentration gradient.

60 Simple cleaning prior to despatch only decontaminates the surface and loose surface activity is
inevitably renewed within a few days. This effect has been frequently observed in flask
operation.

61 The absorption of radiocaesium by newly painted laboratory specimens is too small to reach 1
dwl but absorption is increased by two orders of magnitude by weathering. The presence of
silica, metal oxides, traffic films and oil contribute to surface absorption.

62 The use of a non-pigmented polyurethane paint has shown significant advantages, especially if
the flask is protected from UV by a cover.

63 The absorption of radiocaesium is reduced if immersion time in the fuel pond is kept short.

64 Decontamination using chemical foams applied by lance followed by suction removal and
wiping was shown to be effective. Benefits included ease of application by simple equipment;
faster and with less effort and a reduced volume of secondary waste arisings.
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Internal Contamination

65 Re-circulation of chemical reagents has enabled flasks used for the transport of BWR crud to
be decontaminated with negligible exposure of the operators and achieved a worthwhile
reduction in gamma levels during the subsequent maintenance operations. The effluent can be
disposed of as solution or following suitable treatment, as solid encapsulated radioactive waste.

66 A transportable rig, TRANSDEC has been designed and built specifically to carry out
decontamination by recirculation of chemicals through a closed loop such as can be set up with
a fuel transport flask. The transportable capability offers considerable operational convenience
compared with a fixed installation decontamination rig.

67 The use of an internal displacement tube increases reagent flow in regions that would otherwise
tend to be stagnant and reduces the total liquid inventory requirement but installation is
operationally awkward.

68 Effective reagents are available for dissolving crud of BWR origin but a more powerful reagent
is required to dissolve PWR crud.

LESSONS LEARNED

69 Keeping immersion times as short as possible minimises contamination absorption in the first
place.

70 Use of a clear lacquer finishing coat reduces absorption of contaminants by pigments.

71 Chemical foam cleaning is a simple and effective technique; benefits include ease of application
and contamination control, simple equipment and minimum waste arisings.

72 Turco 4521 dissolves BWR crud effectively but futher work is required to find a better reagent
for PWR cruds.

73 Re-circulation of reagent through a flask with a rig of the TRANSDEC type is an effective
hands-off decontamination technique. Installation and removal of the displacement tube is
cumbersome.

SGHWR

CEGB System 6

SDG3

Turco 4521

TRANSDEC

Glossary of Terms

- Steam Generating Heavy Water Reactor. Pressure tube boiling water, 100
MW(e).

- A paint consisting of a four coat (two pack) system which uses an epoxide
undercoat with aliphatic polyurethane finish. Further details from CEGB SE
Region Scientific Department, Canal Road, Gravesend, Kent, UK.

- A proprietary decontamination reagent manufactured to AWRE Spec HR377
and supplied by Standard Chemical Company, Mill Lane, Cheadle, Cheshire,
UK.

- Proprietary decontamination reagent containing oxalate, oxalic acid, citric
acid, wetting agent and corrosion inhibitor. Supplied by Brillo Manufacturing
Co Ltd, Maidenhead, Berks, UK.

- Transportable decontamination rig, designed by AEE Winfrith, Dorchester,
UK.
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EXPERIENCE IN DECONTAMINATION OF
SPENT FUEL CASKS AT RAPS INDIA

K.M. JOSHI
Rajasthan Atomic Power Station,
Anushakti, Kota,
India

Abstract

The spent Fuel Shipping cask used in RAPS is a cubicle
shell. The outer surface is fabricated of mild steel and inner
surface is fabricated of stainless steel. The inter space is
filled with lead. The thickness of the lead inter space is 250
mm. the overall outer dimensions are 2200 mm^ x 1820 mm0. The
cask weighs around 70 Te when empty and 75 Te when loaded with
spent fuel bundles. This cask stores 20 spent fuel trays each
containing 11 spent fuel bundles. These trays are first kept in a
stainless steel cage which is lowered in the cask. The is covered
by the lid under water and then taken out.

To remove the surface contamination quickly and to the
extent possible the outer surface is first cleaned by a high
pressure jet of Demineralised water while the cask is still
hanging by the crane.By this method the surface contamination can

9 *>be brought down from around 150 KBq/m to around 80 KBq/m-.
oHowever to bring it down to the permissible level of 30 Bq/m

further decontamination methods are used. The most easier and
••quicker method is to use normal detergent powders dissolved in
ordinary water. But someriroas we have to use ni Id =cid solutions
or aven steam jet to get rid of surface contamination.
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We have concluded that to minimise the surface
contamination the resident cime in the storage pool is the key
factor ind to keep it .aininum we are evolving 2 procedure by
which the cask remains in the water ror only -.oout 2 hours and
this is expected to reduce surface contamination.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Spent Fuel Shipping cask used for transporting spent
fuel of RAPS is a cubicle shell. The exterior plate which
is to be decontaminated is of mId steel. The interior plate
is made of stainless steel. In addition to this threre are
other members on the -cask namely :
(a) arrangement for holding the cask while transporting ~.nd

while lifting.
(b) Covering lid which itself has got facility for lifting .
(c) a filter unit on the lid
(d) Supporting base structure.

Before I go further, I will touch upon the transport part of
spent fuel cask.

2.0 Transport of the Cask

Transport of radioactive materials in India is governed by
the requirement stipulated in the safety code (SC/TR-1)
brought out by the Atomic Energy Regulatory Board. This code
is based on the regulations for the safe transport of
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Radioactive materials {Safety Series No. 6, 1985} prescribed
by the IAEA.

The package which is used for transport of spent fuel is a
type %B' package. Its design has been evaluated and found
adequate. Under the current procedures every approved design
has to be reviewed once in five years. Accordingly the
package design is scrutinised by the AERB prior to
recertification. Transport of Spent fuel in type X3'
packages fulfilling these design requirement is common in
many countries. The package in India is transported by a
special train with a spaed limit of 30 Xm/hr.

^ health physicist with suitable monitors accompanies -_ne
shipment to monitor various parameters. During the Road
journey a pilot vehicle leads the consiqnment with an escort
vehicle.

The above precautionery treasures help in building jp the
level of confidence and effectively meeting the emergencies
should these arise.

3.0 The Shipping Cask

The shipping cask used in RAPS weighs around 70 Te when
empty and around 75 Te when loaded with spent fuel. The
thickness of the outer mild steel plate is 38 mm. The inner
plate is made of stainless steel and is 12 mm thick. The
interspace gap of 250 mm between the SS plate and MS plate
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is filled with lead as radiation shield. Overall outer

dimensions of the main cask are 2200 iraif' x 1820 mmwxl820 mm9.

However the maximum outer dimensions of the base structure

are 2745 ram in length.

The cask can carry 20 trays made of stainless steel and each

tray carries 11 spent fuel bundles. The space available in

the cask for carrying these trays is 1600Lxl220 W x!220 H mm.

The t rays ara f i r s t kept in a cage which is made of

stainless steel. This cage carries the trays in two stacks.

Each stack has 10 trays in it. This cage is then lowered in

the cask cavity.

3.1 Finned cask

I think it is worth mentioning here that the earliest cask
which was used in RAPS had fins on the external surface. The
purpose of the fins ;as to increase the boat transfer jàroa
while transporting the cask. However the presence of fins
posed sufficient problems which warranted complota
elemination of the fins and the casks subsequantly used were

without fins. The major problem which arose due to fins was
the decontamination of the surface. The outer surface could
not be decontaminated for days together to the required

olevel of 30 Bq/m . The basic reason was the difficult
contour of the outer surface. The second problem was seepage
of contaminated water from the root weld of the fins. The
seepage was seen during the transportation and was because
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of the defective welding at the root of the fins on the main
cask surface. During underwater operations contaminated
water used to enter through microholes of defective welding
and subsequently it came out during transportation. This
became a source of worry and finally it was decided not to
use this cask for future transport. However the elimination
of fins has not affected the heat transfer as the there was
no appriciable rise in the temperature of the surface.

4.0 The spent fuel storage pool

I will talk about the spent fuel storage pool. The spent
fuel storage pool water is meant for storing the discharged
spent fuel from the reactor in safe condition for years.(In
India we have not gone for dry storage yet.) It not only
removes the decay heat but also works as a radiation
shielding for the personnel who are working around it and
who are carrying out under water operations. The water of
the storage bay pool is diminer a 1ised water. The
radionuclides present are mostly Beeta-Garrma emitters which
are in contact with the spent fuel. The average level of
radioactivity in the storage pool is of the order of 185 Bq/nr1.

This may vary from time to time depending upon the number of
failed fuel discharged and secondly the state of the
purification system. Efforts are on for reducing the
occurences of failed fuel and improving the purification
system. We have seen that with a better availability of
purification system and a good chemical control, the
activity of the pool water can be brought to lower levels.
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The contmination level on the equipments which come under
direct contact with this water is directly proportional to
the level of activity this water is holding.

The following table gives a typical sanple result of storage
bay pool water.

Radio Nuclide Activity level in Bq/m

Ba133 14.3
Ce141 111

QQMo^y 203.5
Cs137 11.1

I131 2.59
I133 407
Te133 62.9
Cs134 18.5
Sn127 Trace

4.1 Surface finish

In continuation to the above, since we are talking about the
factors responsible for the level of contamination on the
surface of the cask, it will be worth mentioning here that a
better surface finish also brings with it lower level of
contamination. So our efforts were to have better surface
finish during the fabrication of cask it self.

The other factor which affects the level of contamination is
the time of residence in the pool. We have already developed
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a procedure which we hope will ultimately reduce the

residence time of the cask in water. I will talk about this

aspect later.

5.0 Decontamination of the Cask

At RAPS we are mainly concerned about the level of

contamination on the outer surface of the cask because that

is the portion wnich is accessible to the personnel and

g e n e r a l p u b l i c . H e n c e I w i l l t a lk o n l y a b o u t the

decontamination of the exterior surface. The decontamination

technique can further be divided into two parts.

a) Physical Decontamination
b) Chemical Decontamination

5.1 Physical Decontamination

There are many physical decontamination methods available
which are as follows:
a) Sand blasting
b) Application of high pressure water jet.
c) • Application of steam jet at moderate pressure ana temp.
d) Scrubbing with wire brush
e) Ultrasonic cleaning
We have not gone for the sand blasting method because it is
risky to the personnels and it creats pitting on the cask
surface thus damaging its surface finish.Ultrasonic cleaning
though is one of the finest and easiest way of
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decontamination, the large size of the object ie. the cask
has prohibited the use of this method.

The simplest way, which we have over the years learned, is
to apply a jet of high pressure diminerlised water on the
surface of the cask while it is hanging over the storage bay
pool after loading the spent fuel. This brings down the
activity levels to approximately half of the original value
within very short period of 15 min to 30 min. We have seen

-}that activity level has come down from 150 KBq/m" to less
Tthan 80 KBq/m̂ . Repeated attempts brought it down further to
oabout 70 KBq/m . However the rate of decrease tapers off

after few attempts and further attempts are not productive.
The second most effective method is steam jet application.

The inherent danger of using high temperature steam coupled
with spread of loose contamination in air dissuades us to
use this method. However we may resort to this method after
other methods don't work.

The third method which we effectively use at RAPS is
scrubbing with a hard brush. But this method is used in
combination with chemical decontamination method.

5.2 Chemical Decontamination

As the name suggests, in this method chemicals are used to
break the bond between the surface and the impurity. The
application of one of the following chemicals dissolved in
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water in certain percentage breaks the bond between the
radionuclide and the surface.
a) EDTA - Ethylene Diamine Tetra Acitic Acid 6%
b) Detergents - 2%
c) Trisodium Phosphate - 6%
d) Citric Acid - l l
The chemicals dissolved in water are applied for a period of
20 min to 30 min and thereafter the surface is scrubbed with
a hard nylon brush and washed with water. Repetition of this
process has given satisfactory results.

Use of organic solvents such as acetone or carbon tetra
chloride also can be used but these arc essentially fire
hazards and are seldom used.

6.0 Effect of Residence time in the storage bay water pool.

We have experience of sufficient shipments and based on that
we can confidently say that the main factor which affects
the level of contamination is the time for which the cask
remains in the water pool. In our early shipments the cask
used to stay in the water for more than 24 hrs. and this
used to result in higher level of contamination on the
surface. However with suitable engineering changes we have
developed a procedure which has drastically reduced the
level of contamination on the surface.

In this procedure the cage only is lowered in the bay water
and is parked at place which is adjacent to the parking
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place of the cask. After the cage is suitably placed, trays
are stacked in the cage. Once the cage is ready to be loaded
in the cask the cask is lowered in the water and cage is
loaded in the cask cavity. Tha lid is placed on cask and
cask is taken out of water.

In this procedure the cask remains in the active water for
not more than 2 hrs. and the level of contamination on the
cask surface is very low. It becomes easier, less time
consuming and more economical to decontaminate the cask now.

7.0 CCNCmSICN

Such information exchange as is being done in this TCM is
very much welcome. I hope when I go from here I will have
more knowledge in this field. We can learn a lot by such
exchange of of our experiences.
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CANDU USED FUEL HANDLING AND STORAGE

R.K. NAKAGAWA
CANDU Operations,
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited,
Mississauga, Ontario,
Canada

Abstract

A review is made of CANDU tuel handling and storage systems using the CANDU
Model 6 reactor as typical, including a description of the on-power refuelling system
Basically two fuelling machines are used to refuel the selected fuel channel (horizontal
pressure tube) of the CANDU pressurized heavy water cooled reactor

Used fuel storage bays are normally constructed for a ten year operating
capacity As the bays become full auxiliary fuel storage bays or another storage means
becomes necessary

Dry storage of irradiated fuel has been developed as an alternative and has
been successfully employed on the decommissioned Gentilly-1 and Douglas Point Nuclear
Generating Stations

I INTRODUCTION

The CANDU nuclear power reactor uses pressurized heavy water as coolant in
horizontal pressure tubes or fuel channels CANDU stands for CANada Deuterium
Uranium indicating that the reactor uses heavy water as moderator and natural uranium
as fuel

The reactor is refuelled on-power routinely at full-load so used fuel is
discharged regularly on a work shift basis

Fuel is fabricated from uranium oxide that is sintered into pellets that are
sealed inside zirconium tubes Generally, 37 of these tubes are grouped together to
make up a fuel bundle that is 102 mm diameter and 495 mm long (Figure 1)

Used fuel is placed in a storage pool that is normally sized for ten years
capacity A typical storage bay size for a CANDU 6 Nuclear Generating Station is
II 6 m by 22 5 m by 7 6 m depth

2 FUEL HANDLING

21 GENERAL

The fuel handling system is provided for reception and storage of new fuel for
fuel changing with the reactor at full power and for temporary storage of used fuel

For a typical CANDU 6 station, a dedicated fuel changing system is provided
(Figures 2 and 3) For multi-unit stations such as Pickering 'A and Pickering B' which
comprise four reactor units each, dedicated fuel changing systems, primarily comprised
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of the fuelling machines are also provided for each unit, however, the fuel transfer
systems for the units are integrated such that used fuel is transferred routinely via a
conveyor to a central used fuel storage bay

In other multi-unit stations such as Bruce 'A', Bruce 'B' and Darlington 'A', a
'shared ' fuel handling system is adopted, whereby fuel changing equipment (fuelling
machines) can service any of the reactor (Figure 4) Two fuelling machines are
mounted on a common trolley that can traverse a tunnel interconnecting the different
reactor units Used fuel is therefore transported from each reactor, inside the fuelling
machine, to the fuel transfer port that is located at a common fuel storage bay

BEACTOR No I REACTOR No 2 SERVICE AREA
AND

SPENT FUEL STORAGE BAY

REACTOR No 3 REACTOR No 4

F/M TRANSPORT
TROLLEY

TROLLEY TRACK

I DUCT CABLE RISERS-f g

POWER TRACK J~] CAB1E Flxfo EN°S
ASSEMBLY

J U . H
»à à

S I I • U
——————— : —————————————

FIGURE 4 MULTI-UNIT CONCEPT

There are variations in the different CANDU fuel handling systems, but the
basic design is similar The discussion will be based generally on the CANDU 6 design
that is now in operation at two Canadian sites, Point Lepreau, New Brunswick and
Gentilly-2, Quebec, and in two other countries at Wolsong, Korea and Embalse
Argentina Five CANDU 6 units are also presently under construction at Cernavoda
Romania

3 NEW FUEL STORAGE AND HANDLING

New fuel is received in the central storage room that is located m the service
building This room accommodates the normal station inventory and temporarily stores
the fuel for the initial reactor core load
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When required, new fuel pallets are transferred to the new fuel loading area in
the reactor building, Here, the bundles are identified and are loaded manually into the
magazines of two new fuel loaders, Item 10, Figure 3 Ports from the loaders penetrate
into the fuelling machine vault where they are terminated by end fittings similar to
those on the reactor fuel channels

Interlocked valves are provided at each end of the ports, to prevent tritium
from the fuelling machine entering into the new fuel loading area, and to maintain the
required containment integrity and atmospheric separation within the reactor building

4 FUEL CHANGING

41 GENERAL

The on-power fuel changing equipment consists of two identical fuelling
machines Each fuelling machine is suspended in a carriage from tracks on a bridge at
each end of the reactor that extends the full length of the shielded reactor vault The
bridge traverses vertically and the carriage traverses horizontally to allow access to all
the fuel channel end fittings Powered shielding doors separate the reactor vault from
the maintenance lock and when closed, allow access to the fuelling machine in the
maintenance lock while the reactor is operating

While in the maintenance lock, the fuelling machines also have access to the new
fuel ports to receive new fuel, to the service ports for calibration or service, or to the
rehearsal facility

Refuelling operations are performed with the equipment under remote automatic
computer control The shielding doors are opened and the two fuelling machines travel
along the tracks onto the bridges located at each face of the reactor The bridges are
raised and the fuelling machines are positioned on each end of the selected fuel
channel

Both fuelling machines move forward to home and lock onto the fuel channel
Each fuelling machine, which is filled with heavy water, is then pressurized to match
the heat transport system conditions The fuelling machines remove the fuel channel
closures (or plugs) and store them in the fuelling machine magazines Shield plugs
are then removed from the fuel channel and new fuel is then inserted at one end while
used fuel is discharged from the other end of the fuel channel

Two fuel bundles can be inserted from each magazine position containing new
fuel m the fuelling machine head Four to eight new fuel bundles are generally inserted
on each visit, thus replacing four to eight of the twelve fuel bundles in the fuel channel
Either fuelling machine acts to load or accept fuel, depending on the direction of flow in
the particular fuel channel being serviced, since refuelling is carried out in the same
direction as the coolant flow on CANDU 6 reactors

When the required number of fuel bundles has been inserted, the shield plugs
and channel closures are replaced and the closures are leak tested by the fuelling
machine The two fuelling machines then traverse to the used fuel ports where the
level of the heavy water in the fuelling machines is lowered below the discharge snout,
and the used fuel is discharged
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With four bundle shift refuelling the fuelling machine can refuel one channel
and then refuel a second one before returning to the used fuel ports For a CANDU 6
reactor refuelling is carried out on about twelve to thirteen fuel channels per week
with eight fuel bundles being discharged at each visit to the reactor The refuelling
frequency varies proportionately with the size of the reactor

4 2 FUELLING MACHINE

For descriptive purposes the fuelling machine (Figure 5) can be divided into a
head a suspension and a self-propelled carriage The fuelling machine travels on an
elevated track when in the maintenance lock and on the fuelling machine bridge when
in the reactor vault

RAW DRIVE
GEARBOX .
ASSEMBLY

MAGAZINE
HOUSING

10 INCH
GRAYLOC
CLAMP

30 INCH
GRAYLOC

CLAMP

SEPARATORS

SNOUT
ASSEMBLY

FIGURE 5 FUELLING MACHINE HEAD

Heavy water electric power and control signals are supplied to the fuelling
machine through a flexible catenary of hoses and cables which connects the mobile
fuelling machine to the station auxiliary systems

The fuelling machine head is a 7 3 m long pressure vessel containing a
magazine and a ram assembly and is secured to the carriage through a suspension
The suspension is a gimbal assembly that allows the fuelling machine head to align
properly with a fuel channel end fitting to reduce the forces exerted on the end fitting
by the fuelling machine head The gimbal assembly is restrained by spring stabilizers
except when the fuelling machine head is locked to an end fitting The catenary hoses
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and cables are connected to the fuelling machine head by quick-disconnect type
couplings which in conjunction with a mechanical disconnect enable the fuelling
machine head to be removed remotely in the unlikely event that used fuel should become
stuck in the fuelling machine and cannot be discharged by normal operational means

FUEL TRANSFER

5 1 GENERAL

Fuel is initially discharged into a water-filled storage bay (Figure 6) Any
defected fuel can be temporarily stored in a separate receptacle

1 SPENT FUEL DISCHARGE EQUIPMENT
(REF ONLY)

2 TRANSFER RACK DETECTION
SWITCH LEVER

3 DISCHARGE BAY CONVEYOR
4 TRANSFER CANAL CONVEYOR
5 TRANSFER CART

CONVEYOR DRIVES
RECEPTION BAY
TRANSFER RACK

9 TRANSFER RACK HANDLING TOOL
10 RACK HANDLING TOOL

STORAGE BRACKET
! I 2 TON RECEPTION SAY CRANE
12 SINGLE RACK STAND-OFF
13 EMPTY RACKS ON TRIPLE RACK

STAND-OFF
14 STORAGE TRAY STAND
15 PARTIALLY FILLED TRAY ON STAND
16 BUNDLE LIFTING TOOL
17 FULL STORAGE TRAYS
18 STORAGE TRAY CONVEYOR
19 CONVEYOR DRIVE
20 STORAGE TRAY LIFTING TOOL
21 SPENT FUEL STORAGE BAY

EMPTY STORAGE TRAYS
DEFECTED FUEL TRANSFER EQUIPMENT
(REF ONLY)

24 DEFECTED FUEL STORAGE BAY
25 DEFECTED FUEL BAY ISOLATION

VALVE (REF ONLY)
26 ISOLATION VALVE DRIVE (REF ONLY)

22
23

FIGURE 6 FUEL TRANSFER EQUIPMENT
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52 USED FUEL DISCHARGE

Used fuel is discharged from the fuelling machines through valved ports, one
per machine, located in the maintenance lock Fuel is discharged in air after the level
of D2O in the fuelling machines has been lowered below the snout

Each used fuel port penetrates into a small common shielded room that contains a
small (discharge) bay A rack loading station is located below the water level A
vertical elevator operating between the port and the station lowers the discharged
bundles m pairs from the port to the station

In the event of breakdown of the underwater mechanisms the fuel may be
handled within the discharge room by manual operations using long tools

53 USED FUEL RECEPTION

The reception bay is connected to the discharge bay via a canal that penetrates
the reactor building external wall underwater A conveyor is provided in the transfer
canal to transport the rack carrying the used fuel

In the reception bay, a semi-automated mechanism transfers the used fuel from
the rack onto storage trays The storage trays are then transferred into the storage
bay where they are stacked one on top of the other

Any defected fuel is sealed in cans which are stored in the reception bay
Defected bundles are later decanned and loaded under water into holding cans for
long-term storage An underwater fuel examination station is also provided to examine
used fuel

6 WET STORAGE

Storage of used CANDU fuel in water filled, reinforced concrete pools, is
provided at each site Epoxy has been used extensively as a liner material in the pools
Stainless steel liners have also been used The pool is considered as interim storage
Initial pool storage capacity is based on ten years output at 80 percent minimum reactor
operating capacity, plus one core load An area is set aside in the storage bay for
underwater filling of transportation casks

Used fuel is stored in trays containing 24 fuel bundles arranged m a single
layer Trays are stacked 19 high, in the storage bay and arranged in stacks of four
Each group of four stacks is provided with a common cover that is held in place by a
central rod that integrates the stacks together to resist possible seismic loads

In decommissioned CANDU reactors, used fuel has been removed from the bay
and the storage pools have been decontaminated after extended operation of the pool
purification system to reduce the water contamination level After the used fuel was
removed, vacuuming of the walls and floor through the ion exchange system was carried
out to reduce the contamination levels During emptying of the pool, the purification
system was used to clean the drained water
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In an epoxy lined concrete pool, decontamination was facilitated by lowering the
water level in stages and between drainage steps, cleaning the walls with a hydrolaser,
working from a floating platform. The hydrolaser is an electrically driven, high
pressure (up to 70 MPa) water blaster, with flow rate up to 35 £/min. This method was
used until there was less than a metre of water left, at which point, the platform was
removed, the drainage completed, and the final clean up done, working from the floor.
Hot spots on the walls or floor, at embedded parts, were cleaned up, using tools such as
a chipper.

In a pool that was lined with stainless steel, a mini-scavenger with a
remotely-operated brush was used for underwater cleaning. The pool was drained in
steps, and the walls were scrubbed using a "household" cleaner, working from a floating
platform.

7. DRY STORAGE

Subsequent dry storage of used CANDU fuel has been demonstrated within five
years after discharge from a reactor. The future size of the storage bays on CANDU
stations now can be reduced to as little as six years capacity, including capacity for a
full core load.

Based on AECL's experience with the decommissioned Gentilly-1 and Douglas
Point reactors, concrete canisters (Figure 7), located outdoors at the sites, are now
being introduced for further, interim, dry storage.

IAEA NO.1 SEAL
CANISTER PLUG

IAEA NO.2 SEAL

FUEL

6m HIGH

REINFORCED
CONCRETE

STEEL LINER

FUEL BASKET
(EACH BASKET
HOLDS 54 BUNDLES)

CONCRETE BASE

FIGURE 7 INTERIM DRY STORAGE CONCRETE CANISTER
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A dry shielded work station is installed at the edge of the pool for transfer of
used fuel into sealed containers using remote handling equipment

8 TRANSPORTATION CASKS

Some of the CANDU reactor sites have been provided with separate auxiliary
used fuel storage pool faci l i t ies A transportation cask is used to transfer used fuel
from the primary pool to the auxi l iary pool The cask is made from stainless steel and
is filled underwater When full whilst the cask is suspended above the water, it is
decontaminated by hosing down with hot demmeralized water spray The cask is
allowed to drip dry before it is transported Decontamination is carried out routinely
and is completed in about two hours

At decommissioned CANDU reactor sites casks were used to transport the used
fuel container from the dry shielded work station to the dry storage concrete canisters,
located at the site These casks were constructed from carbon steel plates filled with
lead shielding and designed to fit onto an opening on the top of the dry shielded work
station, and the container filled with used fuel was lifted into the cask through a hinged
opening at the bottom When the cask is filled, it is checked for contamination at
vulnerable locations with a smear swipe over a 100 mm square area If loose
contamination is detected, the contaminated area is simply cleaned with water using a
mop If loose contamination is still present, appropriate cleaning fluids are used to mop
the contaminated areas

The cask containing the used fuel container is transported to the dry storage
concrete canister and placed on top of it for unloading through the bottom hinged
opening The top of the cask is equipped with a penetration for a grapple, suspended
by a hoisting arrangement to lift or lower the filled container

In future there will be a need for casks to transport used fuel from interim
dry storage to permanent disposal facilit ies Such casks currently being developed,
will be suitable for transportation by road, rail or barge

9 LONG TERM DISPOSAL

A study is underway in Canada to establish a coherent integrated disposal
concept to examine all its relevant matters and to provide information to assess the
environmental and socio-economic impacts

The concept is based on the disposal of nuclear fuel waste in an underground
vault in granitic rock in the Canadian Shield Waste isolation will be achieved by a
means of a series of natural and engineered barriers (Figure 8) to radionuchde release
comprising

a the nuclear waste form

b the corrosion resistant container

c buffer material compacted around the container
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d backfill material compacted within the emplacement rooms

e access drift, shaft and borehole seals

f the granitic rock environment

Granitic rock was chosen as the disposal medium because of its long term
stability and low hydraulic conductivity

The Underground Research Laboratory near Lac du Bonnet, Manitoba is being
used to perform experiments to test and verify information obtained from the surface and
boreholes and to model the hydrogeological behaviour of a plutomc rock mass on the
kilometre scale
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Abstract

The methods and equipments used for decontamination of
tools and equipments for storage (refuelling and spent fuel
storage pond, revision pond) and transportation (TK6 container,
cask C-30.) of spent fuel bundles at Paks Nuclear Power Plant
are presented in this paper. A review is given about the cha-
racteristics of their contamination and decontamination prob-
lems. The Ag is the typical contaminating radionuclide
which can be strongly linked or even cemented into the contami-
nated surface, so its removal is a hard work.

For decontamination only procedures with production of
small volume of radwastes are used since the surface and volume
of tools and equipments used for storage and transportation of
spent fuel bundles are large.

The surface of stainless steel equipments is decontami-
nated mainly by electrochemical moving-cathode procedure using
acids as electrolytes or by washing them with high-pressure
deionized water or boric acid.

Mechanical polishing is also used for decontamination,
like the Swedish SIGMA RN1 and RM3 reactor-shaft decontamina-
tion equipments.

Painted surfaces are decontaminated with chemicals (TK6
container) using high-pressure spray heads.
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Decontamination factors (DF) and possibilities for increa-
sing these factors are given for every single decontamination
procedure used for decontamination purposes indicated in the
title.

Planning a decontamination work the ALARA principle should
be taken into consideration which says from this point of view
that a decontamination should be carried out only until it is
economical. It means also that the possibility of contamination
should be reduced, where it is possible. We think that using
preventive methods is an excellent salution.

A very useful method is the use of removable filris on
surfaces. In this way you can save the cost of decontamination
and on the other hand the cost of radwaste management can also
be reduced because the films pulled off the surfaces can be
handled and compressed as solid wastes. The experiments were
carried out at Paks Nuclear Power Plant with Isotope Institute
of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. The experience obtained
with removable films is also presented.

INTRODUCTION

The surface of tools and equipments used for storage and
transportation of spent fuel are contaminated since they contact
the cooling water of spent fuel storage pond. The cooling water is
also contaminated by peeling—off and dissolution of corrosion
products formed and settled on the fuel surface during normal
operation and also by activaton of various contaminants in cooling
water. The cooling water contamination is intensified by the fact
that during refuelling periods this water is mixed with the
primary coolant.

These tools and equipments have to be decontaminated to an
accepted level according to international norms, radiation
protection rules and personal dosimetrical prescription to assure
the working possibility taking into account the nuclear safety
rules too.

At Paks Nuclear Power Plant mechanical and electrochemical
decontamination processes are used in case of metal surfaces but
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for decontamination of painted surfaces high-pressure spray—heads
with chemical-dosing possibilities are used.

Taking into consideration the ALARA principle we have to pay
attention to prevent the contamination of tools and equipments
used for storage and transportation. One possible solution is the
application of removable films on surfaces.

1. Decontamination of refuelling and spent fuel storage ponds

At Paks Nuclear Power Plant the l/3rd of fuel bundles have to be
refuelled every year and have also to be stored provisionally Cfor
5 years) on-site in spent fuel storage ponds at each of reactors
since Hungary does not have any central on-site or AVR
Caway—from—reactor) storing facilities CD.

The top view of the spent fuel storage pond and the No.l. revision
pond Cit is used for various manipulations with spent fuels) is
shown on Fig.1.

SLUICE I SLUICEi i

I1
1

1

i—j—r £'// //////'///A \• //////////////i! I ! '//////,•//////! !l B i Y//,','.• '///.'/ / /

REACTOR WITH REFUELLING POOL SPENT FUE1 STORAGE POOL 1. RSVÎSIONING SHAFT

V.TTH SPENT FUEL STORAGE

RACKS
WITH SPENT FUEL

TRANSPORTING CASK

FIG.1. View of spent fuel storage pools.

During refuelling periods these ponds are connected to each other
by sluices indicated so they contain diluted primary coolant
Cboric acid contcentration is 12 g/1). If there is a need for any
manipulation out of refuelling only the spent fuel storage and the
No.l. revision ponds are connected to each other.
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The average composition of spent fuel storage pond water is
shown in Tabl.l/a. for main contaminants. The Tabl.l/b. shows the
contamination of spent fuel storage pond wall CSFP WALL, it was
measured in 1986 before changing the lining of SFP and modifying
the storage system to high-dense storage) and the contamination of
spent fuel storage racks before decontamination. The corresponding
values after decontamination are shown in Tabl.l/c.

TABLE I/a. THE AVERAGE COMPOSITION OF SPENT FUEL STORAGE POOL
COOLANT (MAIN CONTAMINANTS) (kBq/cm3)

SAHPLE En-54 Fe-59 Co-58 Co-60 Cr-51 Ag-llOi total
soluble
particle

total

7.18
0.03
7.21

0.00
0.00
0.00

13.30
0.04
13.34

8.39
0.09
8.48

0.00
0.02

0.02

314.60
5.48

320.08

343.47
5.67

349.14

TABLE 1/b. THE AVERAGE COMPOSITION OF SPENT FUEL STORAGE POOL
AND SPENT FUEL STORAGE RACK CONTAMINATION BEFORE DECONTAMINATION
(MAIN CONTAMINANTS; kBq/cm2) (1986)

Hn-54 Fe-59 Co-58 Co-60 Cr-51 Ag-110i total

FUEL RACI
SFP «ALL

51
32

3
1

23
12

42
39

36
11

334
225

490
320

TABLE 1/c. THE AVERAGE COMPOSITION OF SPENT FUEL STORAGE POOL
AND SPENT FUEL STORAGE RACK CONTAMINATION AFTER DECONTAMINATION
(MAIN CONTAMINANTS; kBq/cm2) (1986)

Mn-54 Fe-59 Co-58 Co-60 Cr-51 Ag-110i total

FOIL SACK
SFP HALL
DF(FB)
DF(SFP)

0.13
0.15
392.3
213.3

0.09
0.10
33.3
10.0

0.18
0.21

127.8
57.1

0.41
0.39
103.3
100.0

0.03
0.02

1211.1
550.0

7.01
8.11
47.7
27.7

7.85
8.98
62.4
35.6
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From these data it can be seen that the main contaminants are the
110mAg, S4Mn, 60Go and 50Co which is not surprising at all. In all
probability nuclides of Cs, Sc, Nb and Zr are also presented in
gamma-spectra but they are covered by the large amount of Ag, Mn
and Go.

A significant amount of 110mAg remains on surfaces of spent fuel
storage pond and racks after decontamination. Our experience
proves that the decontamination is a great work and problem if the
most significant contaminant is the 110iTIAg. There are extensive
investigations in Hungary to find the reason and mechanism of the
sorption of 11OmAg <2>. It is supposed that the Sorption of *1OmAg
is a multi-stage process beginning with an atomic precipitation
followed by cementation and migration into the surface. The
investigation will be continued with the aim to prevent the
sorption and to remove the silver from the surface.

Spent fuel storage and refuelling ponds were decontaminated by the
following methods:

1.1- Spent fuel storage ponds

They were decontaminated by the Swedish SIGMA RM1 and RM3
reactor-shaft decontamination equipments. These are mechanical
polishing equipments using deionized water as working agent but
boric acid can also be used if the pond contains spent fuels and
filled up with water (results can be seen in Tabls.l/b., 1/c.,
2/a. , 2/b. and in Figs.2/a., 2/b.).

TABLE 2/a. DECONTAMINATION OF SPENT FUEL STORAGE POOL (UNIT 1)
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT PAKS (1986)

Gross beta-activity (SC), and dose rate (DR) of spent fuel storage pool as function of
depth before (BD) and after (AD) decontamination.

DEPTH
Cm]

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

average

DR.DB. DR. AD. DF ( DR )
mi k roGy /h

12O
410
300
310
27O
290
45O
410
430
460
470
490

367

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.OO

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.50

55
195
190
135
150
155
160
170
190
155
160
180

157

.00

.OO

.00

.00

.00

.OO

.00

.00

.00

.OO

.OO

.OO

.92

2
2
1
2
1
1
2
2
2
3
2
2

2

.2

. 1

.6

. 3

.8

.9

.8

.4

.3

.0

.9

.7

.3

I SC.BD. SC.ftD. DF(SC)
I beta/cm2*h

- 1 — -
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

9645

11O45

10543

16115

14321

10660

12O55

106

124

135

253

157

931

284

91 .

89.

78.

63.

91 .

11 .

70.

O

1

1

7

2

5

8
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TABLE 2/b DECONTAMINATION OF SPENT FUEL STORAGE POOL (UNIT 1)

Average gross beta-activity (SC), and dose rate (DR) of spent fuel storage pool at north,
east and west wall of pool, before (BD) and after decontamination (AD).

PLACE SC.BD. SC.AD.l SC.AD.2 I DR.DB. DR.AD.l DR.AD.2
beta/cm2*h I mikroGy/h

WALL N. 16115 652 253 I 41O.OO 190.00 170.00
WALL E. 11082 2795 239 I 3OO.OO 170.00 160.00
WALL W. 10866 879 259 I 250.OO 150.OO 145.00

_______________ I

PLACE DF(SC)1 DF(SC)2 DF(SC) I DF(DR)l DF(DR)2 DF(DR)

WALL N. 24.72 2.58 63.7O I 2.16 1.12 2.41
WALL E. 3.96 11.69 46.37 I 1.76 1.06 1.88
WALL W. 12.36 3.39 41.95 I 1.67 1.03 1.72

I
1 and 2 denote the f irst a

DEPTH POINT (m)
i
t
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6
7
a
B
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1.2. Spent fuel storage racks

They were decontaminated in 1986 CFigs.l/b. and 1/c. ) during
modifying the storage system to high-dense storage at unit No.l .
and in 1989 at unit No.2 . CTabl.3.) .

TABLE 3. DECONTAMINATION OF SPENT FUEL STORAGE RACKS NPP PAKS II UNIT

EQUIPMENT

SPENT
SPENT
SPENT
SPENT
SPENT
SPENT

FUEL
FUEL
FUEL
FUEL
FUEL
FUEL

RACK
HACK
RACK
RACK
RACK
RACK

BOTTOM
TOP
BOTTOM
TOP
BOTTOM
TOP

1
1
2
2
*
*

SC.BD. SC.AD.
beta/cm2*h

228564
90599
14063
10252

228564
90599

14063
10252
357
775
357
775

DF(SC) I DR.BD. DR. AD. DF(DR)
I mikroGy/h

16,
8,

39.
13.

640.
116.

.3 I

.8 I

.4 I
,2 I
,2 I
,9 I
: = -T = =

400
2600
400
400
400
2600

400
400
300
300
300
300

1.0
6.5
1.3
1.3
1.3
8.7

D.K40;
D.K40;
ELCH;
ELCH;
D.K40;
D.K40;

METHOD

Cit-Ox
Cit-Ox

Cit-Ox
Cit-Ox
ELCH; Cit-Ox
ELCH; Cit-Ox

Comment: ELCH electrochemical method 15 g/1 sulphuric acid
15 g/1 phoaphoric acid
30 g/1 oxalic acid

Cit-Ox: 10-10 g/1 Citric acid and oxalic acid
D.K40 : DERUSTIT K40
1 and 2 denote the decontamination step
* results of two step decontamination

The work was carried out by electrochemical moving— cathode
procedure CELCH) or high-pressure washing with chemicals but on
heavily contaminated small surfaces the German made, nuclear grade
DERUSTIT K40 pickl ing-paste was used. The decontamination was
carried out in two successive stages.

1.3. Refuelling ponds

They were decontaminated with boric acid solution C12 g/1) during
the draining the pond Cthe use of boric acid is compulsory because
of nuclear safety). After draining the wall was decontaminated
manually with electrochemical moving— cathode C6) in a height of
2-2,5 m from the main flange of reactor Cthe reactor reassembly
work takes place in this region) using an electrolyte containing
20 g/1 citric acid and 20 g/1 oxalic acid, then it was rinsed with
boric acid and dried with cloths CTabl.4. ). The sealing surface of
the main flange Ccarbon steel ring) was cleaned and passivated
with phosphoric acid

TABLE 4. DECONTAMINATION OF REFUELLING POOL NPP PAKS I UNIT

EQUIPMENT

REFUELING
REFUELING
REFUELING
REFUELING
REFUELING

POOL
POOL
POOL
POOL
POOL

SS
SC
SLUICE

SC.BD. SC.AD.
beta/cm2*h
43500
310805
11250
250
600

1383
660
2554
100
8

DF(SC)

31.
470.
4.
2.
75.

I
I

==I
5 I
9 I
4 I
5 I
0 I— T

DR.BD. DR. AD.
mikroGy/h
10000
15000
5000
50
5

1600
1600
5000
27
0

DF(DR)

6.7
9.4
1.0
1.9

MAX

BORIC;
BORIC;
Cit-Ox
PHOS.
ELCHEM

METHOD

ELCHEM
ELCHEM; PHOS.

Comment: BORIC : 12 g/1 boric acid
ELCHEM: electrochemical method 20 g/1 citric acid

20 K/l oxalic acid
PHOS. : 12 % phosphoric acidCit-Ox: 10-10 g/1 Citric acid and oxalic acid
SS denotes the etainlese eteel part of sealing surface
SC denotes the mild steel part of sealing surface
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In tables the surface contamination (before decontamination
SC.BD., after decontamination SG. AD. , determined by
electrochemical sampling), dose rates (DR. BD., DR.AD.) and
decontamination factors (DF(SC), DF(DR)) can be seen. The
dimension of surface contamination is beta—decay.cm .h 1 and
these values are used for qualification of decontamination work
beside the dose rate (also for decontamination results of
containers).

The results are the best decontamination results by the time but
it must be noted that in spite of the low surface contamination
the decrease of dose rate is not sufficient because of the
measuring condition Copened reactor in case of refuelling pond)
and the migration of radionuclides into the base metal Cin case of
spent fuel storage racks e°Co and 110mAg).

2. Decontamination of tools and equipments used for transportation
of spent, fuel

The transportation of WER-type fuel bundles takes place in
containers type TK6 and/or G30. The loading of containers can only
be done in No.l. revision pond connected to the spent fuel storage
pond (Fig.l.) filled up with boric acid solution C12 g/1).

Decontamination problems of TK6 containers are summarized in the
following:
- The wall of containers covered with an unknown composition of
epoxi-resin. Since the loading of containers takes place in a
boric acid solution containing various radionuclides this coating
will be contaminated significantly (absorption, etc.).
- It is well known that containers warm-up to 80-100°C because of
remaining heat evolution depending on burn-up and fission product
radioactivity. It is especially a problem if you do not have the
possibility for decontamination of containers immediately after
taking them out of water, that is the radionuclides in water drops
on their surface dry-up. The same phenomena can be realised on
metal surfaces CC30 container) but the strength of bonding is not
so high and possibilities for removing the radionuclides are
wider.
- The decontamination of TK6 containers is hampered and limited by
the fact that in WVER-440 type plants there are no places where
the decontamination of TK6 containers can be done safely taking
into account nuclear safety and personal dosimetrical
prescriptions.

The characteristical contaminants of containers are 11OmAg, e°Co
and 58Co which give the 90îi of surface gamma-activity C34.3, 26.4
and 29.5 kBq.cm"2 respectively) with an average surface
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contamination of 11000-24000 beta.cm 2.h~1. These contaminants are
loosely adhered except of painted surface of TK6 container where
the contaminants are strongly adhered. Russian authors have
published the same radionuclides as sources of contamination but
54Mn, 13TCs and 138Cs are considered more important C3>.

The TK6 and C30 containers were decontaminated only without spent
fuels in empty state. The TJC6 container was decontaminated in 1986
during the change of the lining of spent fuel storage pond at unit
No.l.; the G30 container was decontaminated every year after
refuelling periods of each unit.

2.1. Methods for decontamination of TKtf container

— Painted surfaces equipped with cooling flanges were
decontaminated with high-pressure chemicals C50-60 bar, 50-60°G>:
10 g/1 citric acid + 10 g/1 oxalic acid + 5 g/1 EDTA as complexing
agent CCit-Ox).
- The upper and lower part of container and the cover were
decontaminated with both of electrochemical moving-cathode and
high-pressure chemical washing methods. The composition of
electrolytes was: 15 g/1 sulphuric acid + 15 g/1 phosphoric acid •*•
30 g/1 oxalic acid CELCHEM) while the composition of chemical
solution was the same as for painted surfaces.

2.2. Methods for decontamination of C3O container

- Chemical decontamination at pressure of 50-60 bar, temperature
of 50-60°C with chemical solution: 10 g/1 citric acid + 1O g/1
oxalic acid + 5 g/1 EDTA as complexing agent CCit-Ox).
- Electrochemical moving-cathode procedure C6> carried out
manually using the electrolyte: 15 g/1 sulphuric acid + 15 g/1
phosphoric acid + 30 g/1 oxalic acid CELGHEM).
- Decontamination with German made, nuclear grade DERUSTIT K4O
pickling—paste. Our experience shows that it is a very useful
method for decontamination of small stainless steel surfaces with
high radioactive contamination.

The Tabl.5. shows the results of decontamination of TK6 and G30
containers that is: surface contamination before and after
decontamination CSC.BD., SC.AD.}, dose rate before and after
decontamination <DR.BD., DR.AD.) and the calculated
decontamination factors CDFCSC), DFCDR)). It should be noted that
these are the best results of decontamination which have ever
reached at Paks Nuclear Power Plant.
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TABLE 5. DECONTAMINATION OF SPENT FUEL TRANSPORT CASKS NPP PAKS I UNIT

EQUIPMENT

C30
C30
C30
TK6
TR6
TK6

CONTAINER
CONTAINER
CONTAINER
CONTAINER
CONTAINER
CONTAINER

**
**
**

(Painted) *
(Top) **
(Bottom) **

SC.BD. SC.AD.
beta/cm2*h
16479
22324
38755
18432
11910
1964

270
325
153

1512
362
32

DF(SC) I DR.BD. DR. AD.
I mikroGy/h

61.
68
253
12
32
61

.0 I

.7 I

.3 I

.2 I

.9 I

.4 I

120
150
170
210
200
155

15
18
14
36
31
25

DF(DR)

8.0
8.3
12.1
5.8
6.5
6.2

METHOD

Cit-Ox
ELCHEM
DERUSTIT
Cit-Ox
ELCHEM;
ELCHEM;

K40
Cit-Ox
Cit-Ox

Comment: Cit-Ox: 10-10 g/1 Citric acid and oxalic acid
ELCHEM: electrochemical method

*
**

painted surface
stainless steel

15 g/1 sulphuric acid
15 g/1 phosphoric acid
30 g/1 oxalic acid

On Figs.3. and 4. the surrace contamination (a.) and dose rate
Cb.) values can be seen for TK6 and C30 containers after
decontamination. It can also be seen that the decontamination or
G30 container was more sufficient with the DERUSTIT K40
pickling-paste on base of surface contamination and dose rate (2
hours contact time, mechanical removal with rinsing, drying with
cloths).

100 DP(iurfaoo oontamln&Uon)

PMNTK0 TOP BOTTOM

Part of TK6 container
PUNTtD: »lui Ol-Ox
TOP with KLCHKM. Clt-Ox
BOTTOM . wtth ILCHIM. Cll-Oi

FIG. 3 a.

PAINTED TOP BOTTOM

Part of TK6 container
PJUNTO* wlti Ot-Ox
TOP : wiui ajanat at-ox
BOTTOM : with ELCHJUt Cit-Ox

FIG. 3b.

DECONTAMINATION of TK6 CONTAINER
WITHOUT SPENT FUEL
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The disadvantages of the other two methods are the following:
— the results are non-reproducible and non-uniform,
- the results cannot be estimated,
— they are very time and work consuming,
- the high-pressure chemical decontamination produces large volume
of radioactive waste.

Ve have very few experiences on decontamination of TK6 containers
and the decontamination of painted surfaces are unsatisfactory.
The disadvantages of chemical and electrochemical decontaminations
Clarge volume of rinsing water, radioactive wastes, non-reproduci-
bility) should also be mentioned here. As far as we know in
western plants decontamination gels, creams and foams are used
C4>. They can be used only where separate decontamination
workshops exist and the deco-wastes can be treated separately from
other water clean-up systems.
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3. Evaluation and developing possibilities

The main purpose of decontamination of refuelling and spent fuel
storage ponds is to decrease the occupational dose exposure and if
there is a work to be done in decontaminated area (e.g.: reactor
reassembling) to eliminate the personal contamination or minimize
its possibility. In case of transporting containers a further
purpose is to assure the national and international condition for
transportation of radwastes.

It can be seen from results that chemical washing procedures can
be used for removal of loosely adhered contaminants but the
electrochemical and mechanical polishing decontamination (SIGMA
Rîll and RM3) and application of pickling-paste give us the
opportunity of removing the main part of strongly adhered
contaminants too (e.g.: spent fuel storage racks).

Because of the great variety of contaminants results are
non-uniform and decontamination methods have to modify to fulfil
requirements. By the time we do not have decontamination
technologies for containers loaded with spent fuels.

It is very important to know the possibilities for eliminating or
minimizing the contamination according to the ALARA principle.
There are direct technological possibilities (operation of
high-efficient clean-up system for spent fuel storage pond water,
optimation of technological and chemical parameters, contaminants
to be in dissolved form) and indirect possibilities. The use of
removable film belongs to the latter.

An extensive research work has been done by the Isotope Research
Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and Paks Nuclear
Power Plant. A decontaminating (with good absorption properties)
and a protective (with poorer absorption properties) removable,
latex—base film has been developed. Since 1988 we have had a
special protective, removable and elastic film which can be
compressed as solid waste and it seems to be an adequate solution
for surface protection against contamination. At the moment
laboratory and plant experiments are on and the results are very
encouraging. Some modifications needed in the technology of
application and composition of the material.

The criteria of using the removable film for industrial
decontamination is having the authority permission but till that
time we have to prove that the use of this removable film fulfils
the nuclear safety requirements too.
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EXPERIENCE WITH DECONTAMINATION OF
TRANSPORT CASKS AND SPENT FUEL
STORAGE FACILITIES

M. CHANDRA, P. SEETHARAMAIAH
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Trombay, Bombay,
India

Abstract

In pursuant to nuclear fuel cycle, spent fuel from
Power £ Research reactors are transported to reprocessing
plants after necessary cooling. With the projected growth
of power reactors in India, the spent fuel arisings are
expected to be considerable, resulting in large number of
movements of fuel shipping caskes in the years to come. One
of the important aspects in the handling of shipping casks
at the Reactors and the Reprocessing Plants »ill be their
effective decontamination.

This paper describes the experience gained over the
years on various aspects of decontamination of shipping
casks and spent fuel storage facilities. It elaborates
various measures taken for easy decontamination during their
design. In addition, this paper deals with the factors for
control of build up of a contamination, procedures followed,
and operational data for carrying out fast and effective
decontamination involving minimum manpower, time and man-
rem. It also highlights the associated problems connected
with the build up of contamination on casks and fuel storage
facilities and suggestions for getting over the same.

1• Introduction

Spent fuel management involves initial cooling of spent
fuel at reactor and subsequent transportation to away from
reactor storage or reprocessing plant. During this process
transport casks and storage pool come in direct contact
with active fuel and get contaminated. Though the casks
are designed as per international codes and regulations to
meet the requirements of biological shielding, decay heat
removal, criticality and postulated accident conditions,
provision for decontamination at reactor and reprocessing
plants assumes special significance for protecting the
people and environment. Therefore, each time transport cask
has to be decontaminated to acceptable levels prior to
sending them out to any of the nuclear facilities.

Spent fuel storage facilities need to be
decontaminated periodically due to various operational
requirements, including considerations arising out of design
modifications.
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High levels of contamination may lead to:

i) Increased background radiation level, spread of
contamination and air borne activity problems leading
to down-time of operational facilities,

ii) Generation of larger quantities of solid
radioactive wastes,

or liquid

iii) Increase of personnel exposures for
affecting turn-around time of casks.

decontamination

Various aspects of decontamination of casks and spent
fuel storage facilities are discussed in this paper
indicating operational experience with special emphasise on
design measures.

2. Design measures to facili täte decontamination
Various measures are incorporated at the design stage

itself to facilitate effective and easy decontamination of
transport casks and fuel storage facilities »hen put to
actual use.

?.. I Selection of Lining Material

For easy decontamination, protective lining is
provided on casks and storage pools. Main criteria for
selection of lining material is its life, high resistance to
corrosion and mechanical wear and tear to withstand
brushing, washing, high pressure jetting, surface finish,
etc. Stainless steel is preferred, though costly over epoxy
paint lining to satisfy these conditions.

2.2 Special Fabrication Methods

Integrity of the stainless steel lining is of utmost
importance, to avoid contaminated water leaking into the
gaps in the welds resulting in spread of contamination over
a period of time. This can be achieved:

i) By selecting suitable thickness of lining.

ii) Resistance or spot Melding of clad material is not
recommended as this process is likely to develope pin
holes. Instead plug »elding of lining material to
base metal is preferred (Fig. 1A to IB).

iii) All »elding joints should be thoroughly
any »elding defects by DP test.

checked for
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FIG.1

2.3 Outside Surface Profile

Outside surface of the casks and also spent fuel pool
surfaces should be plain to the extent possible and should
have smooth finish. All sharp corners and inaccessible
locations should be provided with covering plates (Fig. 2).

2.4 Fins for Heat Transfer

Fins shoul be provided to transport cask,only if it
is absolutely necessary to meet decay heat requirement as
per the codes. Presence of fins is bound to make the decont-
amination process less effective and more time
consuming. Experience indicate that maximum height of fins
and minimum spacing should be 150 mm. Also fins should be
provided vertically, thereby allowing free dripping of cont-
aminated water and decontamination reagents (Fig. 3).
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FIG.2. Covering plates for deep comers.
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FIG.3. PHWR cask Indicating fins.
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2.5 Decontamination of Cask Internal Cavity

Provision for periodic decontamination of cask cavity,
without opening the lid should be incorporated in the
design.

3 . Factors for controll ing buî 1 d up_ of_ contamination

Contamination of transport casks and fuel pools
surfaces is primarily due to leaching of activity from
defective fuel elements. Various factors to control the
contamination levels are discussed below:

3.1 To maintain pool water activity at low level
Pool water activity depends on:

i) Type of fuel i.e. metal oxide, its brun-up and cooling
period. Leaching of activity from metal fuel is much
more than oxide fuel. Also high burn-up and low
cooling period will give high activiy in the pool.

ii) Integrity of fuel -- Very old fuels with ruptured
cladding will contaminate transport casks and pool
water heavily. Therefore, such fuels should be canned
at the reactor site itself.

Hi) Fuel storage pool should be provided with effective
water clean-up system to maintain proper water
chemistry.

iv) Loose fuel powder accumulated in the storage basin
should be periodically removed, else it will be a
constant source of water contamination. The same can
be carried out under water without personnel exposure.
System shown in Fig. 5 is found highly convenient
and effective.

3.2 Low residence time of caka in storage pools

Cask residence time in fuel pools should be minimum
which can be achieved by following considerations:

i) Remote handling of cask under water should be
adequately planned to achieve easy, smooth and faster
operations.

ii) High visibility under water will greately help in safe
and faster operations. Turbidity value maintained
approximately at .2 ppm NTU gives good visibility.

Hi) Adequate illumination should be provided under
to carry out remote handling operations safej
quickly.

water
safely and

quickly,
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FIG.5. Under water package filter unit.
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iv) In particular transfer of PHWR fuel bundles from
transport cask to storage racks should be done in bulk
preferably using cage system (Fig. 6 ). In this
system fuels are kept in trays and large number of
such trays are placed in a cage which is suitably
desinged for a particular cask. This system permits
transfer of full cask load of fuel at one stretch
rather than handling individual fuel elements. It
brings down cask residence time considerably.

SECTION
X

SECTION
V

t

PLAN

TOP

10

2
I

BOTTOM

ELEVATION OF TRAY STACK

i 1 z 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 n

PLAN

FIG.6. Cage system for transport cask.

3.3 Periodic decontamination

Thorough decontamination of transport cask and fuel
storge pools should be periodically done depending upon
their availability and idle time. This Mill restrict
permanent fixation of contamination.

4. Experience in decontamination of Transport Cask.

4.1 Brief Description

Transport casks for spent fuels of research reactors
and power reactors have been indigenously designed and are
in use in India giving satisfactory service (Fig. 4,7). For
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ease of decontamination, they have been lined with 3 or 6 mm
S.S. all over outside. The inside cavity is directly made
with 12 mm S.S. plates. Their total »eight varies from 25
Tons to 65 Tons. To get brief idea about size, the
dimensions are 5,3n (L) x 2rt (W) x 1.5« (H) for BWR fuel
cask and 3.3M (L) x 2.5W (U) x 2.4V. (H) for PHWR casks.
Cask designs are of finned as »ell as unfinned type.

4.2 Steps for decontamination

Transport casks should be decontaminated at the
earliest without delays. Sequence for decontamination of
caks is given below:

i) Preliminary hosing over the pool with DM water.
ii) Mopping with detergent solutions.

Hi) High pressure jetting (25 bars to 115 bars) with on
water/detergents.

iv) Mopping with Diluted EDTA for removing alpha
contamination.

4.3 Operational data

Fuel transport regulations limit surface contamination
on cask upto 222 dpm/cm for Beta, Gamma and 22 dpm/cm for
Alpha over an area of 300 cm2. Table-1 gives various data
regarding contamination levels on casks with respect to pool
water activity time taken for decontamination and various
processes.

TABLE I. OPERATION DATA, DECONTAMINATION OF TRANSPORT CASK

1
C.fiO

1

2

S

«

B

S

T

6 ,
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At low water activity levels, contamination of cask is
obviously low which can be easily removed by high pressure
jet in minimum time. At pool water activity levels less
than 300 micro micro curie/ml, contamination levels on casks
are found to be below permissible limits.

5. Fuel Storage Facilities
5.1 Brief description

Fuel pools in India are built below as well as above
ground level and are lined with S.S. Sheets on sides and
floor over M.S. grid (Fig.8). Pools are equiped with water
clean-up system, under water lighting and other handling
facilities.

5.2 Integrity of lining

Integrity is ensured by thorough O.P. test of the
welds and finally vacuum box tested.

5.3 Sequence for decontamination of fuel pools

Necessity for total dismantling or major modification
of fuel pools has not been experienced till now. But
periodic cleaning have been undertaken whenever pool is free
of fuel by totally emptying the water. The sequence of
operations is given below:

i) Loose fuel powder and cruds are completely cleaned by
under water filtration unit described earlier (Fig.5).
This can be carried out while normal pool operations
are on.

ii) Emptying the active pool water totally.

iii) Hosing the side walls and also floor by high pressure
jet either by D.W. water, detergents or chemicals.

iv) After desired decontamination is achieved, filling the
pool with D.W. water to resume normal operations.

5.4 Operational Experience

Fuel pool at the Tarapur reprocessing plant was
emptied out and cleaned up once after a number of years of
operation.

i) Total time of cleaning - One month
ii) Average Dose on side walls (initial) - 20 mr/hr

iii) Average Dose on floor (initial) - 200 mr/hr

iv) Background dose inside f-uel pool when empty - 200 mr

v) Total personnel exposure - 3 Wan-rem
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6. Recommendations
Decontamination of transport casks and fuel storage

facilities has been a smooth operation without consuming
much time, man-power and man-rem. Overall measures taken
including preventive, design and operational to meet
decontamination aspects are adequate. Following
recommendations are made based on this experience.

i) Transport casks and fuel pools should be clad with
S.S. lining of suitable thickness and plug welded.
Integrity of lining should be ensured by tests.

ii) Out side and inside surface profile should b& kept
plain with smooth finish and sharp corners should be
closed with covering plates.

iii) Fins should be provided vertically at a minimum
spacing of 150mm.

iv) Pool water activity should be kept minimum by canning
of leaky fuel elements, providing efficient water
clean-up system (falteration and ion-exchange) and
frequent removal of accumulated loose debris.

v) Residence time of transport cask inside pool should be
kept minimum by providing easy handling arrangements
of cask, high visibility (turbidity .2 NTU), adequate
underwater illumination and use of cage system for
fuel transfer.

vi) After removal from the pool, casks should be
decontaminated without delay. Periodic
decontamination of transport cask and fuel pools will
restrict build up of contamination.

vii) High pressure jet is very effective in decontamination
of casks and fuel pools.
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Abstract

As an Architect Engineering firm, SGN has designed and realized
several spent fuel receiving, unloading and storage facilities and, in
particular, the larger storage complex of the world at the
reprocessing site at LA HAGUE, owned by COC-EMA.
This paper is dealing more particularly about the design and
technology improvements of the unloading and storage facilities at La
Hague having a direct effect on transportation cask decontamination
and personnel exposure reduction.

1. OBJECTIVES OF THE RECEIVING, UNLOADING AND STORAGE INSTALLATIONS

COGEMA decided at the end of the 1970s to expand its spent fuel
reprocessing complex at. LA HAGUE :
- construction of the entirely new UP3 reprocessing plant with a
capacity of 800 tonnes per year of LWR fuel,

- extension of the existing UP2 400 reprocessing plant to form the UP2
SOU plant with the same annual capacity of 800 tonnes.

Waiting to be reprocessed (hot commissionning scheduled in the early
1990s), spent fuel have to be received and stored. To achieve this
aim, the complex shown in Figure 1 has been commissionned between
1981, February and 1988, April :
- the NPH wet unloading (800 MTU.a"1) and storage facility
{2,000 MTU), commissionned in 1981,

- the storage pools (C) and (D) with a 2,400 MTU storage capacity,
commissionned in 1984 and 1986 respectively,

- the dry unloading facility TO (800 MTU.a ) commissionned in 1986,
- the storage pool (E), with a 4,000 MTU storage capacity,

ccmmissionned in 1988.
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NPH wet unloading unit

UP2800 reprocessing
plant

- y
TO dry
unloading unit

UP3 reprocessing plant

FIGURE 1 : GENERAL LAYOUT OF RECEIVING AND STORAGE INSTALLATIONS

In addition, two units devoted to casks maintenance operations have
been implemented, (A.E.C). and (A.M.E.C).

2. TRANSPORTATION CASK AND SPENT FUEL TYPES
Detailed descriptions of spent fuel and transportation casks received
at L/1 hAGUF are given in reference 5. However, the following main
average characteristics are listed below.

2 I. Transportation casks

Transportation casks types which are unloaded are depending of the
considered facility.
In (NPH), most of the casks can be received and unloaded :
- wet transport : NIL 3, NIL 11, NTL 14, EXCELLOX 3,
- dry transport : TN 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 17.
In (TO), only standardized casks types can be received : TN 12.2,
TN 13.2, TN 17.2, LK 100 (dry transport).
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2.2. Spent fuel

PWR BWR

Fuel type U02 U02

Burn up (MWd/tf1) 33,000 28,000

Initial enrichment 3 .5% 2.60 %

Heavy metal we igh t per
assembly (MTU) 0.460 0.196

Cladding Zircalloy Zircalloy

2.3. Nature of contamination products

Main radioactivity in spent fuel pools wastes and in casks arises from
activation products. COGEMA's procedures concerning acceptance of
spent, fuel for reprocessing state that fuel integrity should be
demonstrated before leaving the reactor pool.
During the unloading operations, checking of damaged fuel is realized
by detection of 85 Kr. If any, spent fuel would be inserted in special
tight bottles, in order to avoid a contamination by fission products
or transuranics, awaiting further special instructions.
The nature of the deposits on fuel rods is depending on the type of
reactor (mixed oxides of iron, chromium and nickel with smaller
amounts of cobalt, manganese and others on PWR fuel rods).
Both soluble (ionic) and particulates releases are resulting in the
contamination of transportation casks and of water pools.
The values observed at LA HAGUE are the following :
- total release : 10"4 Ci.MTU"1.h"1

- concentration of radioactive species in the water pools :
. alpha : < 6.10"7 Ci.m"3

-4. beta/gamma : 5.10 Ci/m3 total

Co 60 : 4.10'4- Ci.m'l
Co 58 : 4.10"? Ci.m"^
Zn 65 : 6.10"D Ci .trfJ ,
Mn 54 : 1.5 10"D Ci.m" J

3. DESCRIPTION OF UNLOADING FACILITIES

3.1. Wet unloading: NPH facility

Two underwater unloading lines are necessary for the reception of 300
casks per year (with a maximum permissible residual power of 85 kW)
corresponding approximately to 800 tU/year.
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Each 1 ine consists of :
- 1 cask receiving haï l,
- 2 preparation cells,
- 1 unloading basin connected to the storage pool.
The following operations are performed :
- receiving and monitoring of casks,

- cooling down of fuel elements and cask,
- immersion in unloading basin,
- opening of cask,
- unloading of fuel elements by means of the manually operated pole

crane and placing in storage baskets,
- transfer of baskets to storage pool,
- emptying and external decontamination of unloaded casks,
- monitoring and removal of cask.
Operating of the facility is essentially manual. Cask preparation is
manual with certain improvements such as tool motorizations or possi-
bility to use additional biological shieldings when performing certain
operations. Unloading proper is carried out by means of the pole crane
operated manually by operators from a stand pertaining to the pole
crane.
All the pieces of equipment (pumps, valves, filters) installed in the_2NPH circuits conveying fluids with activity concentration over 5.10
Ci/m3 can be remotely maintained.

FIGURE 2 : HANDLING OPERATIONS IN THE NPH FACILITY
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3.2. Dry unloading: TO facility

Only ere unloading line is necessary to unload 800 tU/year instead oftwo in the wet unloading facilities.
The facility mainly consists of :
- 1 cask receiving hall,
- 1 unloading cell, connected to the storage pool (Pool D) by a canal,consisting of :

. 1 cask connecting system,

. 2 individual fuel element cooling wells,

. 1 fuel element handling crane,
- 1 preparation cell for internal cavity rinsing and preparation of

the cask to be returned.
The following operations are performed in this facility
(see figure 3) :
- receiving and monitoring of casks,
- preparation of the cask before it is connected,
- connection of the cask under the unloading cell in such a way that
containment, is maintained during unloading and that the cask plug is
not contaminated externally,

- unloading of the fuel elements one by one and individual cooling
prior to underwater storage,

- preparation of the cask before return.

FIGURE 3 : HANDLING OPERATIONS IN TO FACILITY

Note :
A cask maintenance facility specific to TO was not considered necessa-
ry since the capacity of the AEC facility associated with the NPH
unloading facility is sufficient for both NPH and TO.
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Operating :
Apart from the cask preparation which remains manual under shielding
protection, all other unloading operations are automated in the dry
unloading process, thus reducing the dose equivalent rates of the
facility operators.

4. FEATURES REDUCING THE LEVEL OF CONTAMINATION AND PERSONNEL
RADIATION EXPOSURE

4.1. Conceptual measures

4.1.1. Wet unloading

NPH is a wet unloading facility. So, transportation casks are immersed
and opened underwater.
To reduce the contamination of the cask, the following operations are
realized :
- during the preparation of the cask before unloading, its internal

cavity and the fuel elements are rinsed by circulation and filtra-
tion of water,

- the unloading water pool is continuously purified. The treatment is
based on a filtration and decontamination process involving a porous
cartridge filter (20 u) with ground resin precoat. The throughput
ranges from 80 to 240 m3/h. The pool water can be decontaminated by
passage through ionic exchange columns (cationic and anionic
columns).

All the facility rooms are permanently ventilated. The building is
divided into 4 main zones according to the risks of dispersion of
accidental contamination. A negative pressure gradient guarantees air
flow from the low risk zones to the high risk zones. The air is
filtered by batteries of absolute filters (HEPA) and then discharged
to the atmosphere

4.1.2 Dry unloading

Several features in the design of to facility have been implemented to
limit the contamination and the reduce the personnel exposure.
- The first one is the connecting system which prevents the external

contamination of the standardized casks. Remote opening of the cask
is realized in such a manner that the larger part of its plug is
protected against contamination by the cell plug. So, only the
connecting devices can be contaminated.

- The cooling and rinsing well for the fuel elements has required an
important R and D program to avoid the spread of contaminated steam
in the hot cell.

- The ventilation system is based on the same principle as in NPH
facility.
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4.1.3. Storage pools
- Storage pools are constituted by concrete walls covered by a stain-

less steel lining. The lining is completely radiographed on site by
a special process. It has a very high resistance to seismic and
thermal stresses and it collects and localizes any leaks of contami-
nated water.

- Water of all the storage pools is continuously treated by passage
through thermic and ionic exchangers.
In pools (C), (D) and (E), these exchangers are immersed in the
water pools. This arrangement serves to eliminate the water circuits
normally associated with the pools and plate type heat exchangers,
thus eliminating the risks of accidental drainage and personnelirradiation. The treatment systems maintain the water pools to the
following conditions :
. temperature : 30 to 40°C,

-4 -3. activity level : 5.10 Ci .m

4.2. Maintenance concept
One of the main lessons from operating experience at existing repro-
cessing plants is that equipment maintenance in radioactive environ-
ments is the major cause of plant unavailability and also of personnelradiation exposure. Special attention has therefore been paid to
maintenance design in the new reprocessing plant at LA HAGUE, and so
in the (TO) facility and in pools (C), (D) and (E).
The maintenance design makes a clear distinction between : 1) routine
or preventive maintenance to keep facilities in good working order ;and 2) remedial maintenance to restore normal operating conditions
following a failure or other unforeseen event.
A fundamental requirement was for all standard and non exceptional
maintenance operations on radioactive equipment to be performed
remotely. The equipment has therefore been divided into three catego-ries :
- the fabricated components, with no mobile parts subject to wear ;
they are mostly designed and manufactured for maintenance free
operation throughout the service life of the facility,

- the standard process equipment, such as pumps, valves, ejectors.
They require periodic maintenance and each of them is therefore
designed as a module that can be replaced under shielded conditions
and without loss of confinement, by means of a mobile equipmentreplacement cask (MERC) (see figure 4) connected up to the cell in
which the component is installed.

- specific mechanical components. The components are designed as
modules and installed in specially equipped cells with viewing
windows for maintenance using remotely controlled handling equipmentassisted by master-slave manipulators and, in some cases, heavy duty
remote manipulators and overhead cranes.
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FIGURE 4 : MOBILE EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT CASK

The overhead cranes and heavy duty manipulators are reserved exclusi-
vely for maintenance work. To limit their contamination, they are kept
in special parking areas when not in use.
At least, experience shows that decontaminating equipment with a view
to repair is difficult and produces both liquid arid solid secondary
wastes. Moreover, the equipment once decontaminated and repaired is
rarely of adequate quality for reuse.
It was therefore decided that decontaminating failed components or
modules for possible recovery would be a waste of time. Instead, the
replaced equipment is treated as solid engineering waste and packaged
by a process that avoids any loss of confinement.
Each replaced
component, is
unit, where it

item, such as a cartridge from a standard process
transferred by a MERC to the solid waste processing
is unloaded into an overpack and conditionned.

Use of overpacks avoids contamination of the waste processing cells
and outer surface of containers.

4.3. Operating modes

Important improvements have been realized between the NPH and TO
facilities designs.
The dry concept of (TO) and the use of standardized casks allows a
higher automation of the process.
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In particular, most of the operations manually performed in NPH are
completely automated in (TO) facility. As an example, extraction of
spent fuel elements from the cask to the storage basket are performed
from a centralized operating room. Moreover, most of the operations in
(TO) (such as cask external contamination and irradiation controls,
unscrewing/screwing of the plug...) are realized under biological
shielding.
In the storage pools (C), (D) and (E), automation of the processes
have also been implemented (e.g, handling of baskets is performed
under remote control : no operator is necessary on the fuel handling
crane during the displacements of storage baskets).

5. DECONTAMINATION PROCEDURES

The main decontamination operations performed in (NPH) and (TO)
facilities are those related to the treatment of casks.

5.1. NPH facility

To protect the fins which are difficult to decontaminate, the cask is
fitted, before immersion, with a protective metallic skirt.
After unloadino of spent fuel elements, the cask is removed from the
pool and transferred in a special cell for reshipment to a reactor.
The first operation is to decontaminate the outer sides of the cask by
using hot water (60 °C) at 250 bars pressure.
The cask is placed on a turntable and covered with a shell fitted with
unflatable seals. Decontamination is performed by simultaneous rota-
tion of the cask and aspersion of high pressure water.
All the equipment which have been immersed are decontaminated by useof high pressure hot water.

5.2. TO facility

In (TO) facility, the connecting system prevents the external
contamination of the cask. However, connecting accessories can be
contaminated. Decontamination of these equipment is performed in a
special tank equipped with ultrasonic generators.

6. RECOMMENDATIONS TO AVOID ACCUMULATION OF CONTAMINANT PRODUCTS
AND TO REDUCE PERSONNEL RADIATION EXPOSURE

6.1. Rinsing of internal cavity

Both in TO and NPH facilities, the internal cavity is systematically
rinsed after unloading. Treatment is ensured by filtration through a
precoat filter.
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This system limits the accumulation of contaminated but cannot totally
prevent the accumulation of contaminants products in the casks. To
perform a decontamination as complete as feasible, a special unit
called A.E.G., located in NPH facility, has been implemented. This
unit is described in paragraph 7.3.

6.2. Materials used

Most of the cells where the risks of contamination are high are lined
by an easy to decontaminate material, generally a stainless steel.

6.3. A.E.G. unit
This unit receives all the types of casks. Its function is to wash the
internal cavity and the structures. To perform this operation, the
cask is connected under a hot cell. The structure is extracted from
the cask and transferred in a special well. Washing of the structure
is performed by using hot water at a high pressure (250 bars).

7. OPERATING RESULTS
Tine main operating results, concerning (TO) and (NPH) unloading
facilities, are summarized in the following table :

Number of unloaded
casks
Amount of unloaded
spent fuel (MTU)
Number of operators

Operating mode
Average dose per
operator and per year

Whole body

Extremities
Volume and activity
of produced liquid
effluents
Amount of produced
waste (hi.a"1)

TO

137

706

9 x 5 = 45 operators

5 x 8

In control
room
0

10 mRem

Others
50 mRem
130 mRem

15 m3 per cask

5.10"2 Ci.nf3

LLW 750
MLH and HLW = 0

NPH

135

438

10 x 5
50 operators

5 x 8

187 mRem
230 mRem

40 m3 per cask
5.10"2 Ci.m"3

LLW = 1600
MLW and HLW = 0
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8. CONCLUSIONS

New technologies developed and implemented for spent fuel
reception, unloading and storage at La Hague have improved safety
and reliability, reduced the radiation doses received by workers,
and diminished the production of liquid and solid radioactivev/ast.es.
They are the fruit of close collaboration between the owner and
operator (Cogema) and the engineering contractor (S6N) throughout
desicn and construction and also after hot commissioning of the
various unloading units and storage pools.
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Abstract

The characteristics of VAVER and RBMK spent fuel are given,
and the storage conditions in at-reactor pools and in independent
storage facilities are considered. The sources of pool and trans-
port equipment contamination are analyzed. It is shown that when
fuel is stored in cans the water contamination of the pool is at
the level of a few Bq/1..The existing technology of cask decon-
tamination at NPPs and fuel regeneration plants is considered.

1, INTRODUCTION

At present, the USSR nuclear power engineering is based
mainly on two types of water-cooled nuclear reactors These
are channel-type graphite boiling water reactors (RBMK) and
pressure vessel double-circuit water reactors (WWER).
The main characteristics of spent fuel from these reactors
are given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Characteristics of spent fuel from RBMK and

WWER-type reactors

Reactor and fuel
parameters

1

Reactor power
- electric
- thermal

Fuel mass
(in uranium)
Fuel enrichment
Average burnup
Annual fuel unloading
(in uranium)
Number of fuel assem-
blies in reactor
Uranium mass per
fuel assembly
Fuel assembly
length
Fuel assembly diamete
(across flats)
Fuel element diameter
Fuel element cladding
thickness
Number of fuel ele-
ments per assembly
Fuel specific activit;
after 3-year cooling
Energy release after3-year cooling

Unit of
neasure-
•nent
2

MVY

t
%

MWd/kg

t

pc.

kg.

mm
?

mm
mm

mm

pc.

MCi/t

kW/t

Reactor type
VV/ER-440

3

440
1375

42
3.5
28.6

12.5

349

120

3217

144
9.1

0.65

126

0.65

3.0

WWKK-1000
4

1000
3000

66
4.4
27-40

21.0

151

437

4570

238
9.1

0.67

317

0.78

3.6

RBMK- 1000
5

1000
3200

180
2.0

15.5-22.3

50

1693

113

10030

79
13.6

0.90

18x2

0.50

2.5

Spent fuel is stored at WPP in two stages. At the first

stage, fuel inloaded from the reactor is placed in the pools

located just at the reactor. Fuel is usually cooled here for

a period of 3 years. At the second stage, fuel is transported

to the onsite independent storage-pools.
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2. AT-REACTOR POOLS

RBMK spent fuel cooling pools are open water-filled
•3reservoirs, 700 mr in volume, with dimensions of 13000x4200x

xlTOO mm. The pools are stainless steel lined on the inside;
walls are lined with 3 mm sheet steel and the bottom is
lined with 8-10 mm plate steel. Fuel assemblies are suspended
from the pool floor beams. The 160x250 mm distance between
fuel assemblies meets the requirements of nuclear safety.

Pig. 1. At-reactor cooling pool for RBMK spent fuel.

Reloading of spent fuel from the reactor channels into
the cooling pools is performed with a special reloading
machine which allows to unload spent fuel and to load fresh fuel
in reactor operated.
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Integer fuel assemblies are placed directly in a pool
and non-integer fuel assemblies are placed into special
cans. The cooling pool water has pH=5.5-8.0 and electri-
cal conductivity of 3 /u-Sm/cm (at 25° C). The impurities
content must not exceed 100 ppb of chlorides, 1000 ppb
of iron and 200 ppb of oil. During fuel unloading the water
in WWER at-reactor pools contains up to 12 g/1 of boric
acid to provide nuclear safety in case of emergency condi-
tions.

Cooling pools are provided with cooling and water cleaning
systems» The cooling system starts operating when the pool
water temperature reaches 40-45° G. As the electrical
conductivity of water approaches 3 /«-Sin/cm, the water cleaning
system is put into the maximum capacity regime.
3. SPENT FUEL STORAGE FACILITIES

The storage building is located on the NPP site and is
intended to receive fuel from four reactors. The characteristics
of storage facilities are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Characteristics of spent fuel storage facilities

Reactor
type

WWER
RBMK

Number
of sec-
tions

4
5

Total number
of assemblies

5000
1600

Fuel
mass,
t

600
1800

Arrangement
of assemblies

in baskets
in cans

The WWER spent fuel is stored in baskets (a basket contains
30 integer or 18 non-integer fuel assemblies) which are placed
at the bottom of a pool.
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Pig, 2, RBMK spent fuel storage.

Fig, 3, WWER spent fuel storage.

The protective water layer over assemblies is ^3. m thick.

KBMK fuel assemblies are loaded in water-filled cans of 601

volume. Cans are suspended from the pool floor beams.
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4. CONTAMINATION OP POOLS AND VEHICLES
Each gram of fuel under long-term storage conditions

contains about 10 Bq of radionuclides. The total activity
1 %per one RBMK fuel assembly is about 10 ̂ Bq. The reduction

of radionuclide amount due to radioactive decay after two-year
cooling in a pool proceeds very slowly. The experiment measu-
rements of radiation levels of RBMK spent fuel have shown
that just after fuel unloading from the reactor the gamma-radia-
tion dose rate near the fuel assemblies is 100-200 rad/s.
By the end of the first year of cooliag in a pool the radiation
levels are reduced only up to 5 rad/s and up to 1 rad/s during
the next decade.

Activity of deposits on the fuel element surface can
Qreach 10^Bq per fuel assembly. Even though this activity is a

»million time less than that inside fuel elements, it can t be
ignored when considering the sources of pools contamination
because the fuel element surface is in direct contact with water
of pools (or cans).

So, one can define the two basic ways of radionuclides
entering the pool water. Subsequently, the radionuclides are
found on the surfaces of pools and storage equipment as well
as on the surfaces of casks. These ways are:

1) release of fission products from beneath the fuel
element claddings through defects;

2) washing the radioactive deposits off the fuel element
surfaces.

The water activity in at-reactor pools is mainly determined
by the radionuclides 51Cr, 54Mn, 6°Co, 59Fe, 134Cs, 137Cs
and is usually at the level of 103-105 Bq/i. The water of
spent fuel storage pools contains, as a rule, the long-lived
radionuclides Co, -̂ Cs, ^'Cs, and the total activity of
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water is 1-2 Bq/1. The most likely source of contamination
of storage equipment and casks is the water contained in
cans (see Table 3)« Even 1 ml of water from a can with
integer fuel elements, found on the surfaces of equipment
or the storage floor, will cause contamination exceeding
the permissible levels for contamination of the surfaces
of rooms and equipment with the periodic attendance personnel

o(8000 beta-particles/rain-cm ).

Table 3« Activity of radionuclides in water of
cans with RBMK fuel

Can

With integer fuel
elements

With defective fuel
element claddings

Radionuclide activity in water, Bq/l
60Co

3-104

3-104

134Go\j&

4-104

1.107

137Cs

5-105

2.108

Spent fuel storage pool operation experience shows that
a large-scale decontamination of a pool is needed not often
than once a decade. Such decontamination is connected,as a
rule, with repair or reconstruction of the pool.

Yet, steam ejection and foam decontamination methods
with the use of surface-active solutions are successful in
these cases. High decontamination efficiency can be explained,
firstly, by the use of easily-decontaminated stainless steel
for the pool liners and, secondly, by "soft" conditions under
which the surface contamination occurs, i.e. by the lack of
high temperatures and aggressive medium.
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TFor example, to decontaminate 260 nr cooling pools at
Kolskaya NPP (WWER-440), a hydraulic monitor was used. The
decontamination time was 0.5 hours in most cases, and 6 irr
of distillate was used. Radiation levels after the treatment
reduced by a factor of 10.

The main problem in decontamination of the pool is removal
of radioactive sludge from its bottom. At present, special
robotized devices are being developed for these purposes.

Pig« 4. TK-6 cask-car.

02800

J .

\ \.

Pig, 5. Shipping cask for WWER-440 spent fuel.
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Pig. 6. TK-10 cask-car,

5. DECONTAMINATION OF CASKS

At present, to transport spent fuel from NPP to repro-

cessing plants, TK-6 casks for WWER-440, TK-10 casks for

WWER-1000 and TK-11 casks for RBLIK-fuel are used (see Table 4)

in the USSR.

Table 4. Characteristics of the USSR casks

Fueltype

WER- 440

WER- 1000

RBMK-1000

Caskconfiguration

Vertical
cylinder

Horizontal
cylinder

Vertical
cylinder

Desig--nation

TK-6

TK-10

TK-11

• Mass,t

90

103

86.5

Overall di-mensions of
a body, m
dia-me-
ter

2.195

2.0

2.195

height

4-105

6.0

4-455

Mass
offuelloa-ded,t

3.8

2.9

5

Numberof assem-blies

30

6

102(half-
assem-blies)

NOTE, TK-11 cask is designed to transport fuel assemblies
divided in two carts.
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In the USSR strict requirements are placed upon the
vehicle radioactive contamination permissible levels. Wonfixed
radioactive contamination of the cask-car outer surfaces is not
allowed according to the "Basic Sanitary Rules" (OCH -72/87).
Fixed (nonremovable) radioactive contamination or that which
does not pass from the contaminated surface into the environment
spontaneously or in the process of operation and is not removed
by usual decontamination means should not be higher than 200 beta-
particles/cm min.

The analysis of reasons of cask and vehicle contamination
shows that contamination is mainly formed at the time of loading
of a basket with fuel assemblies into a cask as a result of
water dropping from the basket. The contaminated area formed is
not more than 1% of the total cask area. The important reason
of the vehicle contamination is the activity carrying over by
personnel. Radionuclide composition and radionuclide ratio in
contaminations is in good agreement with radionuclide content
in the storage pool water.

Due to significant dimensions of vehicles, diversity of
structural materials subject to be contaminated and the need
of maximum decrease of car detention, the decontamination
process should consist of a set of methods. As the practice
shows, for removal of nonfixed contaminations from car and
cask surfaces foam and jet decontamination methods may be
efficiently used. To remove more stable contaminations the
method of surface treatment with steam jet containing decontami-
nating agents using a special sprayer is succesful. Good results
in decontamination of steel surface local areas which are
difficult to decontaminate shows an electrochemical method
using a portable electrode. For decontamination of cask-car
painted surfaces which can't be cleaned using the foam-jet
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method special wash, solutions "based on dichlormethane are
most suitable.

In case of a cask loading (or unloading) under water the
use OL strippable polymeric coalings based on water-alcohol
solutions of methylolpolyamide resin may be efficient to
prevent radioactive contamination. For this, before reloading
the cask is covered with a film-forming composition easily
strippable after the work completion. The film thickness (50-
150 mm) is chosen to prevent radionuclide reaching the cask
surface.

7. Hydromonitor appearance.

Pig, 8, Foam generator.
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Fig, 9. Steam-ejector sprayer,

The cask-car cargo section decontamination is carried out
in the following order: The decontamination solution (oxalic
acid and sodium hexametaphosphate) mixed with a foaming agent
(sodium alky1sulphate) is directed as foam from the foam
generator into the cargo section. The foam formed is 100 times
or more exceeds the initial decontamination solution volume.
After the foam settling the car foam filling operation may be
repeated. The decontamination efficiency may be increased by
foam washing off using a jet of heated water of 0̂ -0.6 MPa,

•28-10 m /h, containing foam suppression additives. The use of
a foam suppression agent (polymethylsiloxane) accelerates the
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foaming agent residul washing off and decreases foaming in
subsequent treatment of decontamination process wastes.

Shipping cask decontamination at the regeneration plant
is carried out in special chambers, see Tab.5. Inner surfaces
are washed using a rotational nozzle device with permanent
wash solution suction. Decontamination is done by a two-bath
method first using alkali permanganate solution and then using
an acid solution based on oxalic acid with sodium hexamethaphos-
phate additions. Outer surfaces are treated by foam-jet method
using the same solutions but with foaming agent additives.

Table 5. Main characteristics and parameters of TK-6
and TK-11 cask washing chamber

Parameter

Chamber volume
Foam generator capacity
Foam solution flow rate
Compressed air pressure
Pressure of solution in a jet
device
Solution temperature
Decontaminating solution flow
rate

- when washing the outer
surfaces

- when washing the inner
surfaces

Rotational speed of sprinklers
- outside the cask
- inside the cask

Unit of
measurement

m3
m3/h
m3/h
MPa

MPa
°C

m3/h

RPM

Numerical
value

70
600
3
0.5

0.6
80

12

6

1.5
Q
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Washing baths are used for transport basket decontamination
using the solutions peculiar to the two-bath method. Except
of the jet method here the dip approach may be used. Of great
efficiency is the basket decontamination with superheated steam.
The method consists in the following. Superheated steam of
200-500 G with the contaminating solution injected is delivered
into a closed space with the equipment to be decontaminated.
Steam is intensely condensed on the equipment surfaces, and a
film of decontamination solution flows down the wall, removing
efficiently radioactive contaminations. This method gives
relatively small volume of wastes and not less efficient than
dipping.

In case of another steam approach using a steam jet a
special sprayer is utilized. It is based on the use of kinetic
energy of steam flow for the decontaminating solution delivery.
The decontaminating solution is dosed into the steam jet going
from the nozzle. Steam and solution flow rate is controlled
using valves. The required steam pressure is 0.3-0.5 MPa, steam
flow rate is 0.5-0.7 kg/min and the solution flow rate is
1.0-1.5 1/min.

With the electrochemical method of cask decontamination
a device with a portable electrode is used0 Acid solutions
(phosphoric acid, sulphuric acid, etc.) are used as electrolytes.
Electrolyte flow rate is 0.2-0.4 1/min. Decontamination capacity
is up to 750 cathode working areas per hour.

6. SUMMARY
WWER and RBMK reactor spent fuel is stored at present both

in atoeactor pools and in away-from-reactor storages under water
layer. The source of the storage and fuel transport equipment

3 5surface contamination is the pool water containing 10-10 Bq/1
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radionuclid.es. In case of fuel storing in cans pool water

specific activity may be significantly decreased (to Bq/1 units).

For pool and transport equipment decontamination a set of methods

is developed in the USSR. These arc foura-jût, staaia and

electrochemical methods. To decrease cask contamination during

their loading under a water layer protective polymeric coatings

are used.
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